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l PfREFACE
The Engineering Design Handbook Series of the Army Materiel V U

Command is a coordinated series of handbooks containing basic In- • i
formation and fundamental data useful in the design and develop-
ment of Army materiel and systems. The handbooks are authorita-

tive referencro books of practical information and quantitative facts
helpful in the design and development of Army materiel so that it
will meet the tactical and the technical needs of the Armed Forces.

"ý This handbook is one of a series on Guns and presents informa-
tion on the fundamental operating principles and design of muzzle
devices. Because of higher priorities assigned in the past to other
activities, progress In the design of bore evacuators, noise suppres-
sors, and smoke suppressors was not shared with that of muzzle
brakes, blast deflectors, and flash suppressors. Therefore, less design
guidance is presented for the first group of three than for the second
group. However, cifort to improve all muzzle devices continues, and
this effort is being augmented by studies on human behavior when
exposed to the phenomena created at the gun muzzle. , - -

This handbook was prepared by the Franklin Institute, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania, for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke
University, prime contractor to the U. S. Army Research Office-
Durham. The handbook was prepared under the technical guidance
and coordination of a special committee with representation from the
U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory, U. S. Army Tank-
Automotive Command, Rock Island Arsenal, U. S. Army Weapons
Command, and Watervliet Arsenal.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and
should be a•ddressed to U. S. Army Research Office-Durham, Box
CM, Duke Station, Durham, North Carolina 27706.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1-I PURPOSE the behavior of gases when in tWe bore and
when discharged from the milule. It dis-

This design handbook provides a con- cusses both harmful and helpful aspects of
venient and ready reference of: (1) funda- those gases, and describes those devices
mental and practical design information, that have been developed to minimize the
and (2) procedures for use by engineers to harmful and utilize the helpful aspects. It
select or adapt existing designs or to explains convenient and generally reliable
evolve modified or new designs for achiev- design methods and procedures from early
ing the intended performance characteris- concept to experimental verification, in-
tics of various gun muzzle devices. * cluding comments on reliability of scaling

size and performance. It contains material,
1-2 SCOPE manufacturing, and maintenance phases

that contribute to successful designs. It
Present warfare tactics require a high also has the more sophisticated design pro-

degree of weapon mobility as well as means cedures programmed for a digital compu-
by which the personnel and equipment may ter. A comprehensive bibliography, glos-
achieve added protection e ' ier from their sary, and list of contributors comple es the
own weapon or from the enemy. Muzzle contents and may assist the engineer in
devices that will reduce the forces acting this technological field when a problem is
on a carrier will effectively reduce the mas- not readily amenable to solution by proce-
siveness of its supporting structure, there- dures or with data in this handbook.

by increasing its mobility. Those devices
that eliminate or reduce detectable phe- 1-3 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GUN
nomena emanating from a gun will improve MUZZLE DEVICES
weapon concealment. A device that reduces
disturbing effects on personnel will increase 1-3.1 MUZZLE BRAKES
efficiency and morale. All these features
are available to some degree in the field of 1-3.1.1 History
muzzle devices. Each distinct type has its I
own characteristics, some of which may Despite the lack of a strong incentive
overlap those or another device. Unfor- for its invention before 1888 (the advent of
tunately, all desirable performance charac- the recoil mechanism), the first muzzle
teristics of any two, let alone all devices, brake appeared in 1842 in France built by
cannot be incorporated into one assembly. Colonel de Beaulieu. A crude affair, it con-
For instance, a muzzle brake may also re- sisted of a series of holes in the muzzle
duce flash; it cannot suppress noise. Al- region of the barrel. The holes were sloped
though dual purposes may be managed, rearward to divert the expanding gases in
no confusion should arise as to the identity that direction. Twenty-one years later, the
or specific purpose ot any given muzzle French military conducted tests with a 106
device. mm gun with 36 holes of 60 mm diameter

i inclined rearward at 45*. Data publishedThis handbook presents basic and ap- by de Beaulieu disclosed the great success
plied information on the general character- of doubling the accuracy and having the
istics of guns with particular attention to recoil distance reduced to 25 percent of its

0'Prepared by Martin Regina, Franklin Institute Research normal distance with only a 6 percent loss
Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa. in muzzle velocity. Reservations should be

I--I

-~~~ .... .... -.- --
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made with respect to the reliability and ble for recoil, an undesirable but controlla- :(3
accuracy of these claims unless all data are ble phenomenon of all closed-breech guns.
available. However, this first official at- There are any number of ways of achieving
tempt did establish the muzzle brake as a this control. If the gun is rigidly fixed to Its
practical and useful component of a gun. structure and foundation, everything re-

e fmains motionless and all resultant forces
The first attempt was followed by inven- are transmitted directly to the foundation.

tions of Hialey (1871), de Place (1885), If the gun is free to move, the impulse will
Maxim (1890), Simpson (1902), and Smith induce e rearward velocity to the movable
(1903). During the latter years, several parts which eventually must be stopped.
agencies began to devote efforts toward The magnitude of the resistance determines
muzzle brake development, thus lending the recoil distance. Most guns provide this
encouragement to the individuals inter- resistance by some type of recoil mech-
ested In this field. This activity was not anism, from the application of a person's
monopolized by one country. The United body when firing shoulder or hand guns to
States, England, France, and Germany, all the elaborate recoil mechanisms of artil-

were keenly aware of its potential and did lery. A recoil mechanism moderates the

much to advance the technique in design recoil force by diluting the propellant gas
procedure through the years before and impulse with a reaction extended over a
during World War I. Muzzle brakes of comparatively long period of time. The re-
assorted descriptions and sizes appeared coil force may be reduced further by reduc-
during this period with enough claims of
fantastic proportions to excite continued muzzle brake.
interest in building and testing new hard-
ware. But, not until after the war, when 1-3.1.3 Description
Rateau developed his theory, was L y con-
certed effoit made to apply scientific prin- A muzzle brake is a device that is k9
ciples to existing mechanical techniques in attached to, or is integral with, the muzzle
order to rationalize muzzle brake design of a gun. Usually the brake has a series of
concepts. Rateau's theory, still useful, be- baffles either perpendicular or nearly per-
came the basis of our present theoretical pendicular to the gun tube axis. The brake
and practical design procedures. is generally closed on the bottom to pre-

vent escaping gases from endangering or
,1-3.1.2 Purpose annoying the gun crew. To maintain sym-

metrical peripheral loading and therefore
When a gun Is fired, the burning propel- balance, the top also is closed, leaving the

lant and the subsequent gas activity are sides open for the gases to escape after
the sole influences on gun structure and impinging on the baffles. Some standard
projectile. While in the bore, the projectile configurations, adhering to either theoreti-
offers the Inertial and frictional resistance cal or empirical practice, have evolved
commensurate with the thermodynamics through years of application.
of the propellant. After it leaves the muz-
zle, the projectile loses further influence. 1-3.1.4 Theory of Operation

On the other hand, the gas exerts pressure
on the gun tube while the projectile is being Immediately as the projectile clears the
propelled and after, until this pressure be- muzzle, the propellant gases follow, no
comes ambient. The pressure forces on the longer restrained by tube wall or projectile,
bore surface are balanced and have no ex- but still having an appreciable pressure
tornal influence. Although of short dura- and a velocity equal to or slightly exceed-
tion, the pressure force on the breech ing that of the projectile. If left alone, the
creates an impulse on the gun tube that Is gases expand into air and reduce to atmos-
equivalent and opposite to that on the pro- pheric pressure. However, if the gun has a
jectile. This rearward impulse is responsi- muzzle brake, a different sequence of k•.

1-2
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S events ensues. The projectile while passing the muzzle blast has on thc crew, particu-
through the brake continues to restrain, to larly excessive overpressure. Air disturb-
some extent, gas flow in the axial direction. ances or propellant gas moving at high
But the side ports in the brake offer little velociiy. loud noise, and heat can be dis-
resistance to the expanding gas which can concerting if not outright Injurious. The
now flow between the baffles. The general resulting obscuration is a primary objec-
direction of flow Is therefore changed. The tion. Damage to camouflage and the danger
resultant direction of this gas flow is no of flying debris are two undesirable pro-
longer diagonally forward, but is radial or ducts of the blast. Noise is always Increased
actually rearward. By diverting the flow in although at least one model had the ability
these directions, the gas must impinge on to muffle sounds which seems contrary to
the baffles and induce a forward thrust. the Inherent characteristics of a muzzle
This thrust generates an Impulse which is brake but, until more substantia'ting data
opposite in direction to the recoil momnen- are available, increased noise will continue
tumr, thereby reducing that momentum by to be listed as a disadvantage. A minor
the amount of the muzzle brake impulse. disadvantage is the added weight at the
Unfortunately, the muzzle brake does not muzzle. This weight increases muzzle pre-
perform while the projectile is still in the ponderance and further burdens the elevat-
bore. The recoiling parts almost reach their ing mechanism, particularly in older guns
full momentum during this time, thus con- that were not initially designed for a muz-
signing the function of the brake to the zle brake. Newly designed guns eliminate
analogous role of a corrective rather than this problem with a suitable equilibrator.
a preventive performer.

i-3.1.5 Advantages 1-3.1.7 Current Slate of the Art

) The principal advantage of a muzzle The present consensus among users has
"- brake is its ability to decrease the momen- the advantages of muzzle brakes out-

turn of the recoiling parts of a gun. How weighed by the disadvantages. As yet, its
this advantage is exploited depends on the objectionable muzzle -blast has not been
weapon assignment. If low weight is the eliminated from artillery but noted success
dominating criterion and knowing that re- has been achieved with small arms. A high
coil force is inversely proportional to length degree of effectiveness is usually accom-
of recoil, a conventional length of recoil panied by strong muzzle blasts which al-
can be retained with subsequent low recoil ways suggests a compromise in design.
forces that lead toward lighter supporting Although improvements are continuing, the
structures. In tanks, where space is at a designer is handicapped by the unwanted
premium, short recoil lengths only are pos- blast. If the gun crew is shielded, as in a
siie but reoll forces remain correspond- tank, muzzle blast has little effect. How-
ingly high thus offering little opportunity ever, artillery crews must be shielded or
to reduce structural weight. Some second- some means developed to divert the blast
ary advantages of a muzzle brake include away from the crew. Even so, shielding
the ability to suppress flash to some ex- does little to protect support personnel In
tent, and help gun stability during recoil the general weapon area. Some effort has
partly by the effect of the additional mass been directed toward this development, but
and partly by the thrust generated by the no real improvement has been achieved.
muzzle gases. A few tests indicated an Much progress remains to be made in the
accuracy increase but conclusive data are muzzle brake field but, aaide from struc-
lacking. tural requirements, secondary effects cause

the geatest concern. Muzzle brake effi-
1-3.1.6 Disadvantages ciency and effectiveness have reached

( ) P thighly acceptable levels. Empirical and
Perhaps the principal disadvantage of a theoretical design procedures are available

muzzle brake is the deleterious effect that beginning with somewhat elementary but
I--3
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effective initial design approaches and end-
Ingr with the more sopl-sticated electronic
computer routines programmed for highly
theoretical approaches.

1-3.1.9 lyp."

Basically there are two types of muzzlee
brake-the dosed and the open. A third GUN
type, free periphery, is an outgrowth of
either of the other two. The closed type, MUZZLE
shown schematically in Fig. 1-1, derives
Its name from the spacing of the baffles,
said spa!Ang being too short to permit the
natural expansion of the gas before it is
diverted by the baffles. The open type
(Fig. 1-2) has its baffle spacing largc
eenough to permit the gas to expand rela-
tively freely before striking the baffle and
being diverted. The free periphery is so
named because It offers little restriction to FIGURE 1-2. SCHEMA rOC OF OPEN MUZZLE BRAKE
gas flow around the periphery of the baf-

named. Whatiev i fer s tl restriction tt oe FoUEff.SeEAr O PN UZE R
comes Whateverhres trictuon it doI s offer the muzzle brakes (closed on top and bot-
comes from the structure that is needed to tom) discharge the gas through side ports
assemble the baffle system into the rigid, thus creating a resultant external reaction
integral structure that forms the muzzle of zroarond the erp ery. io
brake. When not of the free periphery type,

1-3.2 BLAST DEFLECTORS

1-3.2.1 IHistosy

The inception of the blast deflector had
to occur simultaneously with the muzzle
brake regardless of the intent of the inven-
tor. Both operate on the same principle,
however, the degrees of succesr, usually
diverge although successful combinations
of brake and deflector have been realized.
Early attempts at blast deflector design
followed the empirical approach, and suc-

GU cess in the areas of deflector or brake was
achieved through trial and error. One type
(OMCF 2722), not only reduced the size of

L Z2ZZ=dust clouds experienced during normal fir-
Ing, but it also reduced flash and the length
of recall. In contrast, the Galliot muzzle
brake, the R.H.S. Hughes Recoil Control,
Blast Deflectors AD-C537, AD-C533,
AD-C544 were failures. The successful blast
deflectors were outright muzzle brakes or

modified versions. Of all those made and
Fit;URE 1-1. SCHEMATIC OF CLOSED MUZZLE BRAKE tested, the 76 mnn Muzzle Brake M2. double
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baffle type, showed the most promise with 1-3.2.4 Theory of Operationrespect to Operational requirement and m

acceptable size. The moat successful, from The blast deflector operates similarly to f
the operational point of view alone, con- the muzle brake by controlling the flow
mnted of a muzzle assembly that had twin direction of the expanding propellant gas Uducts, one on each side and parallel to thie as it leaves the mu~le. By changing the
gun tube, or a single duct above the tube. direction of the resultant of the gas momen-
These ducts carried the propellant gases turn, the deflector must develop a corn-
rearward and discharged them at the trun- ponent of the resultant In the axial dlrec-
nions. A 90* bend upward in each duct tion opposite to that of the recoil momen-
directed the discharge away from both gun turn, thereby inducing a muzzle brake
and crew. This type also performed well as effect. I[ used for antiobscuration purposes
a muzzle brake. only, the deflector diverts the gas upward

and outward but not toward the ground. In
1-3,2.2 Purpose so doing, thrust is generated in the direc-

tion opposite to the diverted gas flow. This
A blast deflector has a twin function-- thrust can be balanced by providing equal

to minimize obscuration and to lessen the and opposite gas flow, readily achieved
effect of muzzle blast on the crew If the gun with side ports for lateral stability. Vertical
has a muzzle brake. Both these functions stability can be achieved not only by clos-
n~eed not apply simultaneously to all Ing the top of the deflector at the muzzle
weapon installations. The tank crew is region but by ducting the gas rearward and
shielded from muzzle blast but the dust discharging it upward at the trunnions. If
cloud raised by the blast can hide the tar- the blast deflector is an adjunct of the
get, thus interfering with precise sighting. muzzle brake, it must direct the rearward
OU the other hand, the mazzle blast on flow of propellant gas at an angle that
long range guns may be extremely discnn- reduces the impact on the crew to a limit
certing or physically harmful to the gun that can be tolerated.
crew but obscuration presents no sighting
problem Inasmuch as the target is usually
beyond visual range. For short-range weap- 1-3.2.5 Advantages
ons, where targets are visible, the blast
deflector must exercise its dual function, A blast deflector reduces obscuration
but only if the gun has a muzzle brake. which in turn increases the effectiveness of

the gun by keeping the target visible. It
1-3.2.3 Description reduces the muzzle blast effects to lm.lts

that can be tldeeranted by the gu•n crw.
The blast deflector is similar to the muz-

zle brake. In fact, either may also function Both foregoing advantages are morale
as the other. It is attached to the muzzle boosters. From one point of view, a target
and Is so constructed that propellant gas obscured by one's own gun fire is a source
will be diverted away from the ground and of frustration. From another, the effect that
gun crew. The deflector has portts through obscures the target may reveal the gun's
which the propellant gas flows. The ports position and, in a sense, create overex-
may be an arrangement of simple baffles posure to enemy fire. An unabated muzzle
or may be more complex with channels of blast is analogous to inflicting self-injury, a
circullar, ell'ptic5al, or other cross-sections, factor that does not promote either con-
leading outward, usually perpendicular to fidence or efficiency.
the bore, or canted slightly rearward. If
antiobscuration is the primary function, the V -3.2.6 Disadvontages
surface facing the ground should be closed.
If balance of forces is needed, the top also The disadvantages are usually related
should be closed, to the adverse effects produced on other
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equipment. Blast deflectors generally re- 2. Perforated-type. Originally designed
duce the efficiency of muzzle brakes and as a muzzle brake (Swiss Solothurn)
may overload the elevating mechanism. this type proved unsuccessful on
Some models have a tendency to increase artillery. ItA_ etnrture was tubular,
flash. circular, elliptical, rectangular, cross-

section, or an'. other configuration
1-3.2.7 Current Sltae of Ihe Art that appealed o the designer. Hori-

zontal holes, usually five. travprs,,d
The development of the blast deflector the device. Propellant gases, escap-

is almost congruous with that of the muz- lng through the ten exits, were to
zle brake. Although Its primary purpose is reduce obscuration. One model per-
to dilute the effect of the muzzle blast formed well, the others proved to
created by the muzzle brake, one of the have little or no significant effect.
more acceptable deflectors Is a muzzle
brake. Many types of blast deflectors have 3. T-type. This blast deflector is merely

beenproposed, built, and tested. Most have a one-baffle muzzle brake. lts baffle
been found wanting; some because of struc- is a flat plate with a circular hole in
tural weakness, some because of massive- the center to permit projectile pas-

* ness or awkwardness in construction, and sage. The baffle plate is held, top

some because of poor performance. The and bottom, by two other plates that
successful deflectors were those that re- aefxdt osn htatce

directed the gas flow away from the crew to the muzzle. This type performs
area but these invariably caused a de- well as an obscuration deterrent.
crease in brake efficiency. Those that were 4. Duct-type. A rather massive affair,
made for antlobscuration .'nly and were this type, attached to the muzzle,
considered successful have not been recom- diverts the gas rearward through one
mended for general usage. However, the or two ducts and discharges into the (__ )
degree of success of either blast deflector air above the trunnions. The dis-
or muzzle brake has always been relative, charge direction is upward, perpen-
comparing the performance of the new with dicular to the bore, Lo that the in-
its predecessors. Muzzle brakes of rela- duced reaction passes through the
tively high efficiency ara available, but the trunnions and thus t'ares the elevat-
shock overpressures on gun crews are ob- Ing gear an additional burden. Ideal
jectionable. Reducing the shock is the main as an obscuration deterrent and hold-
challenge to the blast deflector designer. inr promise as a muzzle brake, this
Some attempts have been made to attenu- type has still to be accepted because
ate the shock induced by artillery fire but of Its massiveness and, when applied
were not totally successful. Development in to artillery weapons, the gas dis-
this direction is continuing, charge is in close proximity to the

crew; therefore, during high Q. E.
1-3.2.8 Types firing, gas discharge is directed to-

ward the crew area.
There are several types of blast deflec-

tor, some are actually muzzle brakes;
others were designed for their own parti- 1-3.3 FlASH SUPPRESSORS
cular function. 1-3.3.1 History

1. Baffle-type. This type is a natural
outgrowth of the baffle-type brake. Military authorities were cognizant of
The muzzle brake has good anti- the problem presented by muzzle flash be-
obscuration characteristics provided fore 1900 but did not attach material sig-
that the gas flow is diverted from the nificance to it until World War I. Betrayal i•
ground. This type is one of the most of gun position soon became evident to
successful. both sides and waa exploited accordingly.

I-6
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The search for a flash eliminator or sup- 1-3.3.2 Purpose anr1 Description of Types
pressor during this war became alnost as r
Intense as the search for a -higher perform- A flash hider or suppressor reduces muz-

ing gun; however, flash research always zle flash to the extent that the Illumination
lagged research on other gun phenonema. does not reveal a gun position to the
For one reason, stimulants, such as the two enemy. The muzzle device may be a cone-
World Wars which revealed the dire need t.-ype (Mg. 1-3) or a bar-type (Fig. 1-4).
for a flash suppressant, ceased before an The former is sometimes called a flash
effective suppressor could be found or in- hider but irrespective of their labels, both
vented. Perhaps a better explanation of function according to the same physical
this lag was that flash behavior was never principles. Each is a simple device.
fully understood. The pressure of other war
needs and the lack of adequate instruments 1-3.3.3 Th.ory of Operation
gave the technical investigators little more
than empirical procedures. (For a discus- In Chapter 2, five types of flash are de-
sion of the spectral characteristics of muz- fined-preflash, primary, muzzle glow, in-
zle flash see Ref. 21.) termediate, and secondary. To summarize:

Earliest attempts at flash suppression 1. Muzzle flash is a sequence of events
involved additives to the propellant. These created by the propellant gas as it
additives varied from small amounts of issues from the muzzle.
black powder to Inorganic salts or any other
compound that struck the fancy of the ex- 2. Preflash is the burning of the gas
perimenter. During World War I, the French that leaks past the projectile before
used a propellant for machine gun am- the rifling fully engraves the rotating
munition consisting of nine parts emokeless "band or jacket and therefore before
powder and one part black powder. For the obturation is complete, or in worn
same reason. the German loaded cotton or guns where obturation is never com-
silk bags with potassium chloride and at- plete.
tached these to the base of the projectile. 3. Primary flash is the flame of con-
Both were effective in suppressing second- tinued burning of the propellant or
ary flash but, as happened with many simi- the incandescent gas at the muzzle.
lar suppressants, smoke increased while Neither preflash nor primary flash
the ballistic properties of the propellant can be influenced by mechanical
suffered. means except by obscuration meth-

Research in flash suppression continued ods.

in the interim between the two World Wars 4. Afuzzle glow is the illuminated gas
but little progress was achieved. sideiWe thez-shock bottle.
the additives as suppressants, muzzle
brakes and blast deflectors appeared to
have some effect on flash. This observation
led to organized attempts to learn the
mechanics of the muzzle blast and flash.
Since World War II, considerable data have
been accumulated, and mechanical flash
hiders and flash suppressors have been
developed with various degrees of success.
However, a great deal of progress is still
needed to achieve an efficient, practical
flash suppressor either mechanical or chem-S ical. FIGURE 1-3. CONE FLASH HIDER
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FIGURE 1-4. BAR FLASH SUPPRESSOR

5. Intermediate flash Is the Illuminated
gas n frnt o th noral sock that the entire area is brilliantly illumin-

caused by the increased pressure and ated. Fig. 1-6 is a shadowgraph taken
temperature as the gas passes under the same general conditions except

throgh te shck.for the bar flash suppressor. Neither shockthrttge normhoclbtl-nor nomlshock aepresentL with
6. Seconsdary flash Is the Intense flare the resulting effect of far less illumination

of burning propellant gas after the being indl~ated. Fig. 1-7 contains two
gas has mixed with air and Is Ignited photographs, each illustrating the respec-
by the preliminary flash or by the tive features of Figs. 1-5 and .1-6, the
elevated temperature after the gas brilliant flash and the barely visible sup-
has passed through the shock front. pressed flash. Either hider or bar suppres-

sor serves the purpose for all three types
Muzzle glow, Intermediate flash, and of flash, will- one exception. Secondary

secondary flash are controllable mechani- flash will occur if the prevailing conditions
S cally by destroying the shock boundaries at the muzzle defy any sort of control.

that are responsible for the flash. Fig. 1-5 These conditions involve the richness of
shows this effect when comparing It with the air-gas mixture and the ignition tern-
Fig. 1-6. Fig. 1-5 is a shadowgraph of perature of each mixture. If the richness r
uncontrolled flash. The shock bottle and is expressed in tf-rms of the percentage of
normal shock are discernible, indicating air in the mixture, then r will vary fromr

. .'-
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A UNSUPPRESSED.,

(B SUPPRESSED

FIGURE 1-7. EXAMPLE OF FLASH SUPPRESSION

FIGURE 1-S. UNSUPPRESSED FLASH zero at the muzzle where the gas is un-
diluted to almost 100 sometime later when
the gas has practically disappeared. Each

'i mixture has its minimum ignition tempera-
"'• ."*.ture. The mixture will ignite only if the

actual temperature of the mixture coincides
with or exceeds the minimum ignition tem-
perature. Fig. I-8 illustrates the proba-
bility. If Ti is the minimum ignition temper-ature and T. the actual temperature of
the gas-air mixture, mechanical devices• . .will have no effect on secondary flash be-
tween f I and f2 . However, secondary flash
may still not develop between these limits.

- Although the ignitin limit may bc met, theS""""'::• temperature history of the gas mixture

must meet its ignition period requirement.
Should the mixture pass through the high

4 - -temperature regions fast enough, the gas
may not have enough time to ignite and
cause secondary flash.

.,.' :-1-3.3.4 Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantages of a successful flash
suppressor are almost obvious. A flashlees
gun, by not generating visible light, doesSnot immediately reveal its position to the

. tFIGURE 1-6. EFFECTS OF FLASH SUPPRESSOR enemy. The absence of glare benefits the

1-9
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Gun smoke is formed by the presence ofI small particles suspended In muzzle gases.
/T, These particles may condense from a gas

to a solid or liquid state, or may be minute
particles of meted or metallic oxides, de-
rived from cartridge case, projectile, and

T T barrel. Wate- vapor and carbon particles "1
Iare also present in the propellant gas.
When exposed to the atmosphere, the water
vapor may condense and increase the den-
sity of the smoke. Air temperature and
relative humidity will influence the forma-
tion and longevity of this contribution to

S00 the density. Gun smoke can be suppressed
r by removing some or all of these particles

from the gas. Before 1947, little research
FIGURE I-. FLASH PREDICTION TEMPERATURE CURVES effort was made for this purpose. An exten-

sive literature survey at this time on flash
crew by not hampering visibility. The sup- and smoke found over 900 references, of
pressor'e primary disadvantage is it3 ten- which only four dealt with gun smoke".
dency to generate more smoke than other- From the survey, the conclusion was
wise would be emitted. Other disadvan- reached that gun smoke was derived pri-
tages, secondary in nature, are added marily from the projectile, primer, and flash
weight, added costs, and suscept"bility to suppressant and contained both water-
damage during handling. sol uble and insoluble particles. Copper,

lead, zinc, antimony, and iron are the prin- -
1--3.4 SMOKE SUPPRESSORS cipal elements of the insoluble particles,

whereas compounds of potassium, copper,

1-3.4.1 History chlorine, sulfur, and sodium predominate in
the soluble particles. Collecting the smoke

Gunpowder ceased to be a powder about for the analysis was difficult. Mechanical
1860 when General T. J. Rodman discov- filters were unsuitable but attempts at col-
ered the principle of progressive combus- lecting smoke particles proved very effi-
tion. Propellants thereafter came in gi ains cient with electrostatic precipitators. After
the sizes of which were compatible with the the literature survey, a research program
size of the gun. Although ballistics im- was organized to ascertain the sources, and
proved after this change, black powder was the qualitative and quantitative nature of
still unsatisfactory because, among other the smoke pasrtic!es to form a flr,-". basis
undesirable effects, it produced large for the development of efficient smoke sup-

amounts of smoke. The smoke problem pressors.
was reduced considerably in 1886 when
nitrocellulose was "introduced as a smoke- 1-3.4.2 Purpose, Description, and Operation
less propellant, however, enough smoke
was generated by other ammunition com-
ponents to -perpetuate the search for a Smoke suppressors should be capable of
smoke suppressant. The emphasis on flash removing the visible particles from the pro-
suppression by propellant additives did not pellant gases without inducing or contribut-
help because these additives usually gen= ing to other deleterious effects such as
erated more smoke. Unfortunately, addi- flash. The particles are removed by filtra-
tyves that reduce smoke generally contri- tion. In the laboratory, successful filtering
bute to more intensive flash, thus directing
the search toward a mechanical smoke *Superscript numbers refer to References at the end of this

suppressor. handbook.
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has been achieved electrostatically. This the Inner wall. The second may have per- ,
technique is not readily applicable for field foratlons of one size evenly spaced around
use. Generally, the smoke suppressor is a the periphery but becoming more dense in
long annular chamber the inside diameter the axial direction of flow, or may be the
of which Is larger than the gun tube bore same in number but increasing In size in
so as not to impede the radial expansion this same direction. In this way, accessi-
of the propellant gas as it leaves the muz- bility to the chamber increases as pressure
zle. The inner wall is perforated for the gas drops along the axis thus making an
to pass through it and enter the chamber attempt to equalize the flow into the cham-
which Is packed with a porous medium. ber at all points. The third category ls the
Since the size of a smoke particle is 0.5 tapered bore suppressor. Experience shows
micron or less, a filter which would screen that the perforations nearest the gun muz-
out this size material would be Impractical, zle frequently become clogged with copper
suMcient time not being available for the and other smoke particles. To relieve this
Alter to accept the total flow. In addition, tendency, the Inner diameter of the sup-
the filter passages would soon be clogged pressor is made larger than would other-
and useless. To avoid these deficiencies, wise be necessary while the exit diameter
the filter is made much more porous to would be of conventional size, thereby pro-
permit a more generous flow of gas. How- viding a conical inner surface. In theory,
ever, no straight channele exist; hence the this construction distributes the impinging
smoke particles must continuously Impinge, properties of the perforations evenly along
or bounce, from one solid filter element to the length of the suppressor or at least
another, eventually losing all momentum delays the clogging of those nearest the
and stopping. The gas continues to flow muzzle.
into the chamber until the muzzle gas pres-
sure falls below the suppressor chamber 1-3.5 NOISE SUPPRESSORS
pressure, then flow reverses and exits from
the inner cylinder. The mechanics of opera- The report or noise of a firing gun is
tion are related more to the function of a numbered among the various objectionable
settling tank rather than to a filter. nmee mn h aiu betoal

phenomena that develop at the muzzle.
Noise is closely associated with flash and

1-3.4.3 Advantages and Disadvantages muzzle blast inasmuch as attempts to
An efficient smoke suppressor is advan- attenuate any of the three will unquestion-

An eficent mok supresor i adan- ably have some influence on the other two.
tageous If It fulfills its purpose and may be On
of further use by suppressing flash. One On tht other hand, if no controlling mea-

disadvantage stems from the ability, at sures are taken, secondary flash may pro-
soure are drtaken, sfeondry fash mayzpro

times, of inducing flash. Other disadvan- long the duration of report and muzzle
tages are the usual-added weight, added blast but not necessarily increase their in-

cost, and probably frequent maintenance, tensity. And, since muzzle gas pressures

particularly the cleaning or replacing of are related to all three, noise and blast

filter elements. intensity may be assumed to influencefilte elemntsflash.

1-3.4.4 Typo. Noise produced by weapon firing can be
hazardous to hearing, cause communication

Two general types of smoke suppres- interference, and aid the enemy in detec-
sors have been used duccessfully, the elec- tion. A blast defiector 0oers rleaf to the
trostatic type which thus far is confined to crew by diverting the harmful pressure
the laboratory, and the Alter or impinge- waves away from the crew area but with-
ment type. The latter may be subdivided out reducing the intensity to the extent

O into t0ree categories. The first makes no where it becomes undetectable. A flash
attempt to control the flow, for the perfora- suppressor, however, can incorporate fea-
tions are spaced evenly around and along tures that reduce the intensity of the noise.

l--li
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If this type muzzle device can be developed tion of breech gas flow, large Installations (_
to the point where both flash and noise such ac naval gun turrets resort to rapid
can be reduced to acceptable limits, two ventilation methods. However, this method
knotty problems become solved slmultane- of removing the objectionable gas requires
ously. A large amount of effort has been bulky equipment, not readily adaptable to
expended on flash suppressors; consider- the already overcrowded tank compart-

ably less on noise inhibitors. A measure ments.
of success has been achieved In the sup- Preventive measures, usually morepression of noisc through experimentation.No general design procedures, either the- traivthncreiveosaeai-

oretical or empirical, have been developed able in the bore evacuator. The evacuator

for a noise suppressor, primarily because is simply a gas reservoir that is attached

no appreciable effort was ever assigned to to the gun tube. Gas flow between reser-
develop this type of muzzle device. A mea- voir and bore 13 achieved through one or

sure of success has been achieved !n the more nozzles that connect the two chain-

suppression of noise but usually as a by- bers. From the time the projectile passes

product of the development of another type the nozzles until it leaves the muzzle, pro-

of muzzle device, such as a flash suppres- pellant gas flows into the evacuator. When

sor. the pressure in the bore drops below that
in the evacuator, the stored gas reverses

1-3.6 BORE EVACUATORS its earlier flow and, by being directed by
the nozzles toward the muzzle, exits there

Rapid fire tank or closed-cab mounted at an appreciable velocity. The flow of gas

guns have a tendency to discharge propel- from evacuator toward muzzle creates a

lant gases into the cab when the breech is partial vacuum in this region which Induces

opened to receive the next round. This re- clean air to enter the breech. This air,

verse flow not only Is disconcerting to the under the influence of the differential pres- °)
crew but also reduces its effectiveness by sure, continues to flow toward the muzzle
impairing sight and breathing. Further to flush the bore of residual gas, thereby
damage Is sustained on the occasions when precluding reverse propellant gas flow into

flashback occurs. To dispel the accumula- the gun compartment.

1-12
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CHAPTER 2

MUZZLE GAS FLOW

2-1 MUZZLE GAS PHENOMENA whitc light, indicative of actual burning, or
it may be the red glow of luminous solids

As It leaves the muzzle, the projectile is In the gas. It is the white dot In Figs. 2-2
followed by what appears to be a violent and 2-3.
eruption of propellant gases. This eruption The principal expansion of the jet 1. con-
Is called muzzle blast. Actually, the blast Is fined to the shock bottle where the flow,gas activity that adheres to a definite se-

quene o evnts Itis je ofshot dra- starting at the muzzle with a Mach numberquence of events. It is a jet of short dura- clooe to one, is practically adiabatic. As the
tion formed by hot, high pressure gases gas continues to move until checked by thethat follows a well-defined series of stages shock boundaries, both Mach number and
as It grows and decays. Descriptively, muz- absolute velocity increase rapidly with a
zle blast Is a system of normal and obliqueshock waves that form the boundaries of corresponding decrease in pressure density
thergok in w hich the porin l thexndaring of and temperature; the temperature beingthe regtoh In which the principal expanding low enough most of the time so that the
and cooling of gases occur. Surrounding gas ceases to radiate visiL,)e light. When
the shock boundary is a turbulent shell and the light is visible, the Milumination fills the
outside this shell is a turbulent "smoke shock bottle but does not extend outside it.
ring" that moves radially and advances This light, muzzle glow (Fig. 2--4), is very

forward. FIg. 2-1 is a sketch of the muzzle weak and rarely observed. Flow stream

blast after 25 calibers of bullet travel from wes and rarely observed. Flow tre
the uzze. t sowsall he henmen of lines are straight and diverge from thethe muzzle. It shows all the phenomena of muzzle as in point source flow, but density

the blast In their relative positions except and pressure at any plane normal to the
for the weak shock caused by the air bore axis drop uniformly from the axis
pushed ahead of the bullet. Fig. 1-5 is a outward. In the region just outside the ob-
shadowgraph of a muzzle blast. The normal lique shocks, the gas that has crossed
shock, barely visible, is In the center of the theue shocks teg t has crossed

blastarea.these shocks still has supersonic velocitiesblast area. and temperatures that have dropped below

The main traveling shock is formed I the luminous range. On the other hand, the
the airnby th elingashoed propellant ga gas moving ahead through the normal

the air by the released propellant gases shock decelerates to subsonic velocity,
when they flow past the projectile and In- compresses, and consequently has its tez-
duce a succession of weak shocks in the perature elevated to approximate that at

relatIvely still air behind the first, but the muzzle. This temperature is high

weaker projectile-induced shock. This suc- enough to cause intermediate flash, a red
cession soon merges into a strong shock or reddish-orange cone of light (Figs. 2-2
ahead of the projectile. In the meantime, and 2-3). The base of the cone is on the
the projectile, by interfering with the direct
gas flow, causes a strong shock to form be- normal shock; the apex points away from
hind it. This shock eventually becomes the ondary flash, intermediate flash casts

quasi-stationary normal shock and with the enough light to reveal position during night
oblique shock, forms the central super- firing.
sonic region, dubbed shock bottle, of the
jet. T'he flow into the bottle starts at the Surrounding the layer of supersonic
muzzle where the gas is luminous. This gases Is a turbulent shell in which propel-
visible light, extending only a short dis- lant gas containing large amounts of hydro-
tance, is called primary flash and may be gen and carbon monoxide mix with air

2-1
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FIGURE 2-I. MAXIMUM VOLUME STAGE OF SHOCK BOTTLE

drawn into this shell. This mixture of en- by the same factors responsible for inter-
trained air and gas is the "smoke ring" mediate flash, i.e., increased pressure and
mentioned earlier. It is a highly turbulent temperature after gases have passed the
vortex that grows radially and advances shock fronts. Ignition may be also caused
forward until dissipated by air currents or by preflash (Rig. 2--3), a phenomenon not
some obstacle. Or it may ignite and become usually associated with muzzle blast inas-
a large, voluminous flash known as much as it precedes the projectile from the.
secondary flash, the most intense, by far, barrel. It is the burning of low pressure gasof all flash phenomena. With a proper mix- that has leaked ahead of the projectile (')
ture of air and gas, ignition may be induced while still in the bore. If the leakoge is

2-2
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ctFIGURE 2-2. PRIMARY AND INrERMEDIATE FLASH

copious and the burning duration long, the steady shrinking of the bottle without ap-
air-gas mixture can overtake it and thus parent change in shape.
become ignited. Gas leakage of this nature
usually happens only in worn guns and is Another phenomenon associated withnot consid s "ed a m wjor problemg the decay of the jet has considerable

influence on obscuration activity. This is a
Flash is a by-product of muzzle blast rarefaction wave that starts at the time of

and, regardless of its appearance or In- shot ejection and travels from muzzle to
tensity, does not greatly influence the breech, reflected toward the muzzle to
evolution of the jet which is divided into emerge eventually in the jet. While this is
two periods - the growth and decay of the going on, the normal shock moves toward
shock bottle. Although gas discharge from the muzzle. Shock and rarefaction front will
th6e gun decays steadily, the activity of the meet somewhere ahead of the muzzle. The
bottle offers a convenient vehicle for a events that happen afterward simulate the
qualitative analysis of the sequential rupture of a membrane restraining corn-
events. The growth, already discussed, is pressed gas in a tube. The shock pressure
complete when the bottle attains its maxi- drops and the bottle collapses to complete
mum volume (FIg. 2-1). Hereafter, the the final phase of the blast phenomenon.
bottle goes through two well-defined pe-
riods of evolution. During the first, the nor-
mal shock remains stationary about 15 2--2 RAISING OF DUST BY A GUN BLAST
calibers from the muzzle, but the projected
area diminishes until the bottle reaches The raising of a dust cloud when a gun
steady-state proportions, having a Ehape is fired too close to dry ground involves
similar to the outline sketched in Fig. 2-5. lifting the dust off the ground and its subse-S The last evolutionary period begins after quent diffusion. Two forces are responsible,
tye steady-state condition. It involves the the pressure gradient surrounding the dust

2-3
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FIGURE 2-3, THREE TYPES OF FLASH

the raised dust but not diffusing It to any
great extent. The upward drift of the blast'sT ythe highly turbulent gas that -rn

"i~~th cet ..... Jet, th•e "smok A r~g", quickly ;

raises the dust high above the ground. The•
rarefaction wave that follows also picks up"

ZZLE However, its contribution Is small in com-
',,'GN I*ZZLEparison with the preceding blast but, being

FIGURE 2-4. 0)EvE.OPMcNT OF MUZZL GULO least susceptible to control, the raFefaction

wave may be one of the limiting factors of
the deflector's effectiveness. i

particles, and the drag of the gas as it ,
mo•ves part Qu.s,. A raze 'last contains 2--3 MECHANICS OF MUZZLE GAS FLOW

both. The shock that precedes the blast
prepares the ground by loosening and rads- The quantitative analysis of the flow of

ing It a shott height. The high speed cen- propellant gases at the muzzle begins with
tral jet then scours the surface, picking up the energy equation of interior ballisticsu

2--4

""A

• . and carries dust to considerable.heights.

;' .... parison.with the preceding- blast-but, being
FIGURE .--. •'-•.• 2-4 DVEOPENTOFMUZL GLO-a " suseptbl tocnrlterreato

• . ,", .. ,......• •-LdL,,..=,•,.•'•- -•-r.-•wav may... be..•••• one.. of the ..limiting..factors..of
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GUN
SORE

FIGURE 2-5. STiADY.STA TE SHAPE OF SHOCK BOTTLE

Wc(R'f - RTo) W V1 (I 6 + 2 Eq. 2--1 is the application of Resal's equa- .~~~~ P 0 "•o( 6 v° tion at the instant of shot ejection providedc that all the propellant has burned. A simi-(2-1) lar equation exists that includes the pro-
wherepellant gas ener,:y3. Either may be used,
wherethe choice Involves only the value of 6. In

R = as cnstat, f-lb/b/"REq. 2-1, by substituting"• for 6 and 1.26
for Y (a good approximation), and solving,T = temperature of propellant gas haA- the equation becomess
png done no external work, m R

To = average temperature of gas at shot RTO = RT - 0.26 (1/6 + 4W /7W€ Y0  (2-2)ejection, *R P,

v = muzuze veiocity, ft/ sec
Appropriate values of RT, a characteristic=weight of propellant, lb of the propellant, are available in thermo-

Wp = weight of projectile, lb chemical tables. In some ballistic opera-
Y = ratio of specific heats tions, RT is called specific impetus thedimensions of which are ft-lb/lb; and
6 = fractional heat loss to gun tube as RT / (Y -1), of the same dimensions, is the

function of shot energy potential of the propellant. Numerically,
R T /(-1)is about 1.5 x 106 ft-lb/lb. How-

Weight I Is a force, a defined term, and is ever, to be dimensionally compatible, RTexpressed in pounds (lb). Mass is a corn- in Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2, contains the acceler-
puted term M = 4/S, lb-sec 2 /ft (slugs) ation of gravity, so that RT In these andwhere S is the acceleration of gravity, subsequent equations has the dimensions
Other dimensions may be used provided of f 2 /sec 2 . Values of RT for some service
that proper conversion of factors are used. propellants are listed in Table 2-i1.

2-5
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TABLE 2-I. RT OF SERVICE PROPELLANTS

Propellant MI M2 M6 M8 M9

RT, (ft 2 'sec2)10 9.93 11.60 10.13 12.,1 12.30

Propellant MI0 MI5 MI7 T28 IMR

RT, (ft2 'Bec ) 10.6 10.90 10,82 11.22 11.48 11.18

After computing RTo, the pressure at
any position in the bore at the Instant of
shot ejection3

0 + (.0 Apsi (2-3)

where

A = bore area, in.2

V. = total volume of bore and chamber, (
in.

3

x = distance from breech, in.

g= acceleration of gravity. ft/sec2

= covolume, usually dimensioned
in.3 /lb

RT. ,-ft2 /sec2

At the breech where x = 0, "

12 RTO .0 + , psi (2-4)

CC
at the muzzle where Ax = V ,

,. - ps (2-5)

2-4
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2-4 MUZZLE GAS MOMENTUM

Hugoniot's gas flow theory, although ac-
curate within a few percent, has been modl-
fled to calculate the flow and momentum
of the propellant gases ater shot ejectini.
The rate of flow, by neglecting the second
and higher powers of W,/WP which is com-
patible with the general accuracy of all the
equations, is

y ++1

12WcA (I.0 + WyR- 10 (2-6).. 1
where•

+ y-I

)11--) (2-7)SO = (N-l) RTo (1.0+6 -Iy W_

and the rate of change of momentum

Y LY....'
12R.W 0+ Tc 1.+(2--8) •

where g acceleration of gravity, ft/sec 2 .

-If the variables in Eqs. 2-6, 2-7, and
2--8 are assigned the dimensions of
Eq. 2-3

Q lb/sec

0 = sec

M = Ibosec/sec

2-7
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The momentum equation of the gas at the

muzzle is the integral of Eq. 2-8 at any
given time t, provided that the second and
higher powers of Wc /WP are neglected.
Retaining the above dimensions,

3/2/•- /-W 102 (-Y+ 1) w, -
RT10 y10 [.0 ,Jlbsec (2-9)

6 VO + 1) V 2 [ e

I(
I?

I

"i

I

2-8 C
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CHAPTER 3

MUZZLE BRAKES

3-1 THEORY OF GUN GAS DEFLECTION 0.,AA,
3--1.1 NOZZLE FLOW

The passages in a muzzle brake areS~ treated by the one-dimensional theory of

nozzles, without allowance for friction at A -- a

the walls. Furthermore, the gas is assumed A

to fill the nozzle completely; true only if VO
the nozzle is so designed that there is no - zm
break away from the walls. To prevent
this, the semi-angle of a conical nozzle
should never exceed 300, a rather large
angle. Smaller angles result in larger noz-
zles, thereby increasing muzzle brake
weight. If more weight can be tolerated, a f
smaller semni-angle of about 200 is pre-
ferred. Seml-angles below 15" offer no ap- FIGURE 3-1. MUZZLE BRAKE GAS FLOW DIAGRAM
preciable advantage over their immediate
larger counterparts. A

Fig. 3-1 Is a schematic of a one-baffle b

brake but Is adequate for defining the geo-
metry and the flow. where WC = weight of the propellant

A = bore area

Ab = area of projectile passage Ai= ratio of baf-

A. = exit area of baffle passage

A. = inner area of bafile passage fiC h"et area to total available area.

n = exit speed-up factor The weight of gas flowing through the pro-
. jectile passage

ni = inner speed-up factor c

vo = muzzle velocity Wb Ab W =Abw. (3-2)

a = baffle deflecting angle

*0 = semi-angle of nozzle where Ab -Ab the ratio of projetile

Because of the project-ile passage, not all b

of the gas will go through the baffle pas- passage area to total available area. ?
sage, a portion will continue straight ahead,
the amount depending on the ratio of exit The area of the baffle passage should di-Q areas. The weight of the quantity of gas verge smoothly from Inside to exit follow-
diverted through the bafdes is expressed as Ing a straight line function or a smooth

3-I
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curve. The divergence of gas from muzzle 3-1.2 THRUST CALCULATIONS
to the first flow passages

3-1.2.1 Discussion

(33) When computing the value of X, a cor- '.

The divergence of the gas at the baffle exit reition is needed to compensate for pre-
viously neglected friction and turbulence.

Experiments show that the computed X is
A . A• (3-4) too large and Lohould be reduced by a cor-

A•i rection factor Cxso that

The velocity reaches its maximum value X C
"when the nozzle area diverges to about 25 u (39)
times the throat area, in this application,
the bore area. In practice, both nozzle and Examples of C) determined from firing
baffles normally would be too large to tests are listed in Table 3-1.
achieve the optimum condition. Fig. 3-2
shows the relation between speed-up factor Unfortunately, Table 3-1 offers little but
n and divergence a. The speed-up factor is qualitative values because test models are
the ratio of exit to the entrance velocity of few and parameters are lacking. A value
a flow passage. Examination of the curve of CK = 1.5 should be adequate for initial
shows that the gain in efficiency is small design concepts.
while the increase in size and weight of the
muzzle brake iS large for a divergence The maximum thrust on a muzzle brake
larger than 5. occurs at t = 0, thus providing a conven-

ient means for computing X. By substitut- i'
The change in momentum, or thrust, of Ing t = 0, y = 1.26, 8 = 32.2, fti sec 2 in

the muzzle gas Is computed in Eq. 2-8. Eq. 2- ' the thrust in pounds becomes
However, only a portion of the total gas
impinges on the baffle. According to Eq. r 12 x 1.26 AWRTo 2 4.85
3-1, if in is the mass of gas issuing from Fb = .2Z)
the muzzle per second, the mass flow per L 32.2 Vt (2
second impinging on the baffle

W . C lb (3-10)aims .ms (3--5) W %/

The thrust on that baffle during thatsecond where C1 = thrust correction factor

(b Aim (V - e cosa) (3-6) Fb=0.26C,# ARTo 1.0+ lb (3-11)

but v.= ni~andy m . = nj therefore The dimensions of A and V are expressed
In inches. The value of X may be readily
computed from Eq. 3-11 for either single

t b =,&i mn(niv, - neeo coo a) = X.um 5 VS (3-7) or multiple baffle brakes.

By assuming that all needed parameters
where X.u is the uncorreted speed-up factr are given or estimated, the computationfor X follows the procedure outlined below

for a 3-baffle brake such as shown in
)IA 1 (Z - ne Cos) (3-8) Fig. 3-3.

3-2
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TABLE 3-1 XCORRECTION FACTORS

Type of 36, =30 3G, 4) = 15' Gernman German
Brake 2 or 4 Baffles 2 or 4 Baffles Single Baffle Double Baffle

C , 1.45 1.25 1.60 1.60

t

DIVERGENCE, 4
14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

2.4

A r 14to'25 for _ _ 2

Q -1.6"r 
1

1.4

I //

n~+ ( (Y-I) + 2- F 2 1

1.2 Ii " 1.0 - I I
__1_2_.- 1,__ _ _1_ __ _ _ _ _ _

1 3 5 7 9 II 13 15
DIVERGENCE, A

FIGURE 3-2. SPEED-UP FACTOR Vs DIVERGENCE

3-3
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Given or estimated data For the second baffle:

G u n : W , ,.W p, V ,, v .A , R T 
iaAa 2 (3--14)

Muzle Brake: Ab, Ae, Ai, o•, A1 2 = Ahi A1 2 + A(2
(Subscripts i, 2, 3, Indicate the Ab: b A (3-115)

respective baffles)

After solving for RT0 in Eq. 2-2, the Ai2 + Ab2
thrust on any baffle becomes (Eq. 3--11) A 2  a AL (3-16)

A ,
SFb. = Kbx ý'z (3- 12)

A2  A, 2 (3-17)
For the first baffle: T2

Solve for a Iand Abbof Eqs. 3-1 and 3-2

Solve for a 1 and Ae 1of Eqs. 3-3 and 3-4From Fig. 3-2, read ni and nt cones- Find the values of ni2 and n. 2 that corres-
ponding to A1 anI A. NOW inert the pond with A2 and 6.2 from Fig. 3-2 and
known values into Eqs. 3-8 and 3-9 Insert the appropriate values in Eq. 3-8

x I Ail (ni l -ne co1 0 a)/C X (3--13) X2 Ai2 (ni 2 -. Cos a 2)/C (3-18) (j'

A* A02  A0

VV

A A 02 .

FIGURE 3-3. SCHEMA 70C OF MUZZLE DRAKE GAS FLOW 2
3--4

• . •, • .. •.A, : -, ... ,, .. . .

S••.:d. 
"•'• : .

y'"A'
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For the third baffle: The practice of adding many baffiee Is dis-
couraged by the fact that the Increase of

A. baffles follows the law of diminishing re-
Ai3 b2 (3-19) turns. The two charts in Fig. 3-4 illustrateW: b this principle. Here, the thrust on both in-

Ab 3  dividual and series of baffles is measured
Ab3 :b2A.+ (3--20) in proportion to the maximum thrust had

100 percent cf the gases been utilized and
then plotted for the percentage of gas

_Ai_+ Ab- tapped from zero to 100%. Through the
3 2 Ab2 lower range (0 - 35%) of the amount of

gas tapped, multiple baffles are needed for
A- an effective mruzzle brake indicating poor

-A3 =A3 (3-22) design and inefficiency. In the upper rangeA (above 35%), only two will be almost as

effective as any number of baffles exceed-
Find the values of ni 3 and ne3 that corres- Ing two.
pond with a and A., in Fig. 3-2 and In-
sert the appropriate values in Eqs. 3--8 The modified Hugoniot theory embodiesand 3--9 inaccuracies in thrust computation during

the decay period of the muzzle gas; too low
X :A3(n 3 -ne cos a3 )/C> at the beginning and too high at the end.

To correct for the thrust at the beginning

The value of X for the muzzle brake when the thrust is highest and therefore
loads are critical, the thrust is Increased
by 70 percent. Fig. 3-5 shows the com-

S+ K2 - X3  (3--23) parison between the computed and actualthrust. The 70 percent Increase is Included
for strength considerations. However, for

If more baffles are used, the above proce- the total momentum during the entire
dure merely. continues the sequential pat- period, the inaccuracies in the modled
S tern so that theory are compensating and are reason-ably accurate without additional correc-

1 +K2 + .... 2K. +K,, (3-24) tions. Another correction for the thn-st In-
volves the effect of closing the proj :ctfle

4TH~ BAFL BA3FFLFLE

DF /T---5 BAFFLES4 BFFL ES

I0. e0 60 40 20 0 1000 40 20
SPERENT OF F ALES TAPPED PER BAFFLE C3MULATIVFE PERCEN OF GASES TAPPE,

0FIGURE 3-B. EFFECTIVEI4E$ OF MULTIPLE BAFFLES

3--5
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A 7 = 30°, semi-angle of nozzle

/-ACTUAL n 4, number of baffles, all baffles and
passages are identical

From Eq. 2-2,i £OIMPUTIED 1 L
R_ _=RT_-0'.26 6 7 8-

FIGURE I-S. THRUST COMPARISON 6 1/')
= 10.6 - 2.34? 106 7.37 x10 /s2

passage as the projectile passes through

it. This correction for any given baffle is The total thrust In terms of pt (Eq. 3-a11s)

Ai(3-25) Fb =0.26)kC !C-ART (.o + W)

Tho thrust correction factor now becomes

c .Oc 0  (3-26)

3-1.2.2 * pIe P 89400 K.Co, lb (3-27)

Gun data:

A = 7.34 in. 2 , bore area

RT = 10.6 x 106 ft 2 isec2, type N. H. From Eq. 3-3
propellant A +A

3 t, m, ,,..- . velocity l 11+
V, = 1357 in, 3, bore volume

To save space and avoid repetitious alge-~bra, the values for the various computed

Wp = 17 lb, projectile wpight data from Eqs. 3-1 to 3-26 are listed in
Table 3-2. The maximum instantaneous

Muzzle Brake data: load on the muzzle brake occurs when the

A b = 8.0 aprojectile has cleared the first baffle and
Ab = 8.0 in.2 , area of projectile passage is passing through the second. On the
A• = 14.25 in. 2 , exit area of flow passage assumption that the brake force is distri-

buted in direct proportion to X./X, the
Ai = 11.0 in.2, Inlet area of flow pas- maximum instantaneous force on the in-

sage dividual baffles as the projectile is passing

CX= 1.5 speed-up factor correction through that baffle le is

a= 1350, angle of gas deflection F " (3-28)

cos = -0.70711 F (

3-6
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TAia IBLEc 3-2. COPTDDATA FOR UZL BRAKE TIRUSJ

*~~ 8.0 810 8000I,

A 14.25 14.25 14.25 14.25

A 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0

I

Ai A/(A1 tAb) 0.579 0.579 0.579 0.579

* .Ab/(AiqAh,) 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421

(A1 +Ab)/Ab., 2.588 2.375 2.375 2.375

Ae'i1.295 1.295 1.295 1.295

A1 0.579 0.244 0.102 0.043

lab 0.421 0.177 0.075 0.032

A2.59 6.15 14.61 34.70

* e3.35 7.96 18.92 414.93

A1.94 2.25 2.43 2.57

2.05 232 2.47 2.60
n Cos a -1.45 -1.6.1 -1.75 -1.94

i/ 1.308 0.633 0.84 0.12

X 1.308 1,941 2.225 2.352
X . (AiAb) /A 0 2.258 1.093 0.490 0.219

Ci 1.727 1.237 1,093 1.038

A 2.936 2.103 1.848 1.765

Fb 343.000 365.000 369,000 371,000

Ae 343,000 119,000. 47.000 20,000

ri 1.422I.325

The large loads appearing on the first and
second baffles are clear evidence why muz- tural components, the decreasing brake
4ie brakes must be ruggedd str~uc.ures. force throughout the decay period of the

muzzle gas activity performs the essential
3-2 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS functinn of a muzzle brake, producing the

Impulse that reduces the momentum of the
3-2.1 0.ULSE recoiling parts. The momentum of the muz-

zle gas at any time t(Eq 2-9), when
1.0 Although only the maximum force is multiplied by the speed-up factor ., gives

.1
needed~ toetbisohriz fte t - te throulseoft the brak y during tha time

zle ro~ks mut bc Sgr-tlt23-7s
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"' 2 \+3/2 e(y+l)W I H-

Except for detaled recoil analysis, these
incremental impulses are not needed. How-
ever, the sum of these increments is needed
for the total effect on recoil for preliminary
design and may be found by substituting
the limits of t = 0 to t = ® thereby reduc-
ing the expression

1~1.0- ( -

to 0.0 and 1.0. The total impulse induced
on the muzzle brake

w/ 2 3/2FI b X • v,) . R.0. Y (3-30)

Substituting 1.26 for y and 32.2 ft/sec2

for g

1.b 0-029 0.~,iI 2.15 WC lb-sec (3-31)

The impulse induced on the gun during

this same period

S V [•- k/-- 2--k( + 0.15 WcIs S --- Wp '

(3i--2)

Baned on F;q. 6.312 and 6.404 of erence r 5.

3--8

.. " .4 - , .5,- • • , ?'.• " .; ' "• - • '
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k The resultant Impulse on the recoiling parts I
, -I (3-33)

where

k _ (_-.)X(1-k) L 2-kjJ Giy

yz 1.26

Operating within the limits of t 0 to = cI

1,. 00417 (-B)W, [ , lb-sec (3-36)

Except for the parenthetical expression
(I--B), Eq. 3-34 is identical to Eq. 3-32,
therefore by observation 0 I

it (I -B) Is (3-37)

3-2.2 EFFICIENCY OF A MUZZLE BRAKE zle brake. According to Eq. 3-36, as B in-
creases, the residual impuic on the recoil-

3-2.2.1 Discussion ing parts decreases aftei the projectile
leaves the muzzle. The intrinsic efficiency

There are generally three types of effi- and the gross efficiency are the other two
ciency designations of a muzzle brake. The types. The gross efficiency is the percent-
first measure of efficiency is the momentum age reduction of recoil energy caused by
index B that is zero if the gun has no muz- the brake.

3-9
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The towal momentum w. of the recoiing where
parts is equal to the momentum of the pro-Jecthle and gas just as the projectile emer- Wb = weight of muzzle brake

ges fem the miuzle, plus the Impulse of V = weight of recoiling parts
the gae afterwards r W bc.weight of recoiling parts with muz-

zr e brake
m , M ;T , = M P V C, + 1 M Cv + I x

2
(3-38) Fig. 3-6 Is a curve indicating the intrinsic

Tm Mo + I efficiency for various values of the momen-tum index.

where 3-2.2.2 Exonmle Problem

nags of piopellat gas The computed effectiveness of a muzzle

M. = M + 1. M", effective oss brake here illustrated is for the same guno p c and brake that were used to compute the
MP = WIRss of projectile thrust. The given and computed data in
M, = mss of reoilins pars Table 3-2 are also used. Before the per-formance can be computed, characteristic
vr = velocity o recoil weights must be estimated for the recoiling

parts and the muzzle brake. The muzzle
With a muzzle brake, the total momentum energy
of the recoiling parts

2EM MvTo =2x 17 x9X1062,376,000 ft-lb
4ibMVb =Mpi Ii McV +5g e bec1ue, c2arctersti

(3-+39) The recoiling weight 6

m'b =Mevo + Ir

W, = 8.2 x 10-4 E,, = 1950 lb

Converting momentum to vslocity of recoil- Muzle I-affle, 150 ib; 2-bafle, 220 lb.
Sparts brake

= ENV weight: 3-baffle, 260 lb; 4-baffle, 300 lb
SM, (3--40)

Since energy E 4 MV2 and since the gross From Eq. 3-38

efficiency Is based on the reduced recoil
energy, the gross efficiency 0R1 5 +

Ms = ( h - m ,. ) 100 (3- 4 1) 0.047 , V 2715 1 + 17

2 ,- -/=0.0417 x 8 x 2715 0(15O+0.154x

The intrinsic efficiency is the urnaa AM-
ciency corrected by the weight of the muz- 9i
zle brake =905.7x1.07=969 lb-sec

Wrb I 00 b FFrom Eq. 3-37,
": ' v--(3-42) Q

1, 9 69(1-B) (-•.

3-1 0

D4- 4.

f I

%.
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)(This relationship is only approximately correct
D for normal guns and for the order of velocity

used to determine this relationship.)

Z 60 Ii 

,

U.

S40
Z O
Lu U
zIV

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

MOMENTUM INDEX, 8

FIGURE J-6. PREDICTED A-PROXIAt1"E EFFICIENCY

From Eq. 3-38 3-2.3 EFFECTS ON RECOIL

" 
( 

) 

3--2.3.1 
Discussion

MVo /17+8/2 3000 1957 lb-sec

3ý2.2- A muzzle brake may affect either recoil
force, recoil length, or both. There are in-

m, = M'v' + Is = 2926 lb-sec finite variations but only two limits are
demonstrated. Alter acceptable values for

2 = 6 1.2 2 the two parameters are established for a
8.561 X 10 iosec gun without a muzzle brake, variations in

recoil force are computed for a constant
As indicated earlier from the thrust in length of recoil. Then, holding the force

Table 3-2 the efficiencies of Table 3-3 constant, variations in length of recoil areD show that little is to be gained by using the computed. Earlier, Eqs. 3-38 and 3-39
third and fourth baffles, showed that the momentum of the recoiiing

3-11
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TABLE 3-3. COMPUTED DATA FOR MUZZLE BRAKE EFFICIENCY

Data I_-Baffle 2-Buffl 3-Ba ffi_4.._f

V 150 220 260 300
r2,100 2,170 2,210 2,250

1.308 1.941 2.225 2.352

B 0.910 1.351 1.49 1.637
1-1 0.090 -0.351 -0.549 -0.61 7

If 87 -340 -532 -617
""b 2,044 1,617 1,425 i,40

m2  
x 10 4.178 2.615 2.031 .796

Wrb/Wr 1.077 1.113 1.133 !. 154

100 Wb/*, 7.7 11.3 13.3 15.1

100 51.2 69.5 76. 79.1

i 47.4 66.1 73.1 76.1

parts was equal to the combined momen- More accurate detailed methode pre avail.turn and impulse of projectile and propel- able for recoil analyses7 but are wotaueEdedlant gas. The velocity of free recoil (A. e., for this demonstration. A limit of either Fr
no esistance offered while the propellant or L establishes the limit of the other.gas is sUll effective) The actual efficiency based on recoil energy

V - .•b (3-43) t = 100 (1.0 - EW, 10 10- b/E,) (3-46)

The energy of free recoil where

-E free recoil energy without muzzle
F E~ ~1 ., "-brul-c2 b f ( --44)

E -b fret recoil energy with muzzle
Note that m1b, Mlb, and E,, are equdva- brake
lent to m, M,. and E, respectively, when When the recoil force is held constant, thethe gun 9as no muzzle brake. length of recoil varies and is expressed as
On the assumption that the gun is firing E bhntrizontafly, the recoil force L Etb (3--47)Er

"-C'-" (3-45) 3-2.3.2 Ixaaopi Proble.n

Continuing with the same gun and muz-where I = length of recoil zWe data of the two early examples, from

3-12

%T

1 .'-; . - • ..• "• ' It. : " .
. .. •. '
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I . Eq. 3-43, the velocity of free recoil with The actual efficiency according to Eq. 3-46
no muzzle brake Is

P ,Its = 100 (1.0 - 54.80Wf]• . 1950
From the point of view of iecoil effects,

The energy of free recoil (Eq. 3-44) most of the gain Is experienced with a muz-
me brake of one or two baffles. In keeping
with the observations for thrust end eff-

32,2 ciency, any further increase in the number
of bathles is discouraged; the returns do not

justify the effort. Note that the more accu-
rately estimated efficiencies of Table -3-4

Assuming a 30-in. (2.5 ft) length of recoil, are slightly higher than those estimated in
the recoil force (Eq. 3--45) Table 3-3 but the difference may be con-

sidered as not signlficant. Fig. 3-7 has
Fa = 70640 = 28s,250 lb curvWs graphically depicting these trends.

2.5F
3-3 ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC TYPES

For the 1-Baffle brake when the rmcoil force
is the same as that for the brakeless gun, 3-3.1 CLOSED MUZZLE BlAKE
the length of recoil (Eq. 3-47) 3-3.1.1

L !2 x 31950 = 13.6 . The computation of axial thrust and the
* 28250 subsequent performance analysis of the

TABLE 3-4. EFFECT OF MUZZLE BRAKE ON RECOIL

Data No Bra kc I-Baffle I2-Baffle 3-Baffle 4-Baffle

W rb( lb) 1,950 2,100 2,170 2,210 2,250

mrb(lb-sec) 2,926 2,044 1,617 1,425 1,340

vf(ft/sec) 4.3 31.3 24.0 20.9 19.1

Erb(ft-lb) 70,640 31,950 19,410 14.990 12,750

L (in.)* 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

Fa(Ib)* 28,250 12,780 7,760 6,000 5,100

Fa(lb).. 28,250 28,250 28,250 28,250 28,250

L (in.)** 30.0 13.6 8.2 6.4 5.4

0.0 54.8 72.5 78.8 81.9

"Constant recoil distance; variable recoil force
"*Constant recoil force; variable recoil distance

3-13
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30 1. MAXIMUM THRUST PER BAFFLE
2,NOMINAL BRAKE THRUST30 

.EFFiCIENCY 
- F R E C N T N

4.RECOIL FORCE - LENGTH CONSTANT

2 0-5 EOLLNGH-FRECNTN

-JI

iii

0 2U

U 2

a:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ §

NUMBER OF BAFFLES

FrIGuRE 3-7. EFFECTIVENESS OF MUZZLE UR4KES

mmebrake were those for a closed muz- to correspond with those of the preceding
zetype and they need not be repeated. equations so that Eq. 3-8 becomes

However, unless the brake is symmetrical,
unbalanced forces and impulses normal to w i~oP(-9
the bore axis will occur. Since the muzzle U(-9

gas Is usually diverted upwards when the
brake is asymmetric, induced force and Im-
pulse will be downward. FIg. 3-8 is a
schematic front view of an asymmetric,
closed brake. According to Eq. 4-27 of 3

Reference 8, the normal nondimenslonal
brake force

N

where IF C ofEq.3-9,w= X, and Pi
is the diverting aingle measured from th,-
vertical. Express the values in Eq. 3-48 FIGURE .-4. SCHIEMATIC OF ASYM~METRIC CLOSED BRAKE

3-14
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Following Eqs. 3-1 through 3-26| I ,

w A i ln , , (c s ,i -f &i2  ne 2 C O S P2 + - + ij n e C os P f (3 - 5 0 )

3-3.1.2 Exampl. Problem = [Co
Assume that all uaffies are of equal size

and shape

T3l 1.-5, cos t/fh 0 0.577

The remaining data are those listed In
Table 3--2

= ( il . + .I. . + ee ) 0.577 (3-51)

Based on Eq. 3-25

C. -(EW ._ I + 1.727 w ,)/ w (3- 52)

_-_ where
b 11.0 +8.0 1.727

A1  11.0

The maximum brake force normal to the

bore axis is computed from Eq. 3-27, with
C, being computed from Eq. 3-26. The
impulse normal to the axis Is computed
from Eq. 3-31. Substituting 4, for X

F.= 89400wC, (3-53)

1.=0029•• • ., Wf• /(3--54)

0.029 x 8 x 2715 x 1.07JD5w 67 5w, lb-sec

The available and computed data are listed

x;., Table 3-5.

3--15
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TABLE 3-5. FORCE AND IMPULSE NORMAL TO BORE AXiS OF CLOSFD MUZZLE BRAKE

Dast Is Baffle 2nd Batftl 3rd Baffle 4th UaffIc

•i0.5 79 0.244 0. 102 0.0, i.

ne 2.05 2.32 2.47 2.60

0.685 0. 1247 0.141 0.06,)

0o. 6.5 1.012 LW18 1.222

1. 727W~n 1.182 0 .5(,,4 0.2m)l 6. I .I

C 1.727 [ .21 1,093 .

C t 2.936 2.095 1.Si8 I. 7(2

VFn 160 ,OO) 190.00(1 192'),M04) •,H

In 461 684 780 012

3-3.2 OPEN MUZZLE DRAKE If the shock envelope is larger than the baf-
3-3.2.1 Discussion fle, the fraction of deflected gas

Open muzzle brakes depend on the free rr : O (3-56)
expansion of gas before impinging on, and

being deflected by the baffle'. The rigid
connectt~on between baffle and muzzle con- where q• = angular divergence of brake
fines the flow to some extent but even with- flow passage. According to Eq. 5-10 of Ref-

out special physical means, confinement of erence 8, the muzzle brake force
flow is assumed to be achieved by the
shwk envelope. .•g. 3--9 is a s-chematlc of ..-

elow wI as pertdient dimensions. If the
red the shock envelope doeF not ex- where of

1_0 ith prt . factor

where nw modified speed-up factor"

tb = outer radius of baffle o = baffle deflectia angle

cn= radius of shock envelope at baffle

rp = radius of projectile passage % R (3-58)

@ -

74f

iil
1*" • ;.,.- , .. ,
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From Eq. 2-6

M" (3-59)
From Eqs. 5.8b and 5.8c of Reference 8,
the expansloni ratio

Tr r

n Is found from the expression

(V (41)<"'<•->_<JT

The impulses induced on the gun at any
time according to Eq. 3.40 of Reference 8,
BT = ANijI-/OT. If we substitute known
values for the variables, the impulses on
the gun aret

4(-y+ -i) (-p
'f�,,• y4  \(-+ 1) - --- 2\2 Y- (3-,-62)T~I 1e L' yRT

where

A = bore area
Pbi = breech pressure at shot ejection

S= total weight of propellant

From t = 0 to t = c, the expression for the
Impulse becomes

i tL- (3-63)

Eq. 3-62 is practicallydidentical to Eq. mation. The resulting Impulse on the recoil-3-32, thus demonstrating the close cor- ing parts from the influence of the muzlerespondeiice between two sources of infor- brake

Th euation was determined from Eq. 3.71 of Refer-n 8 by Sustitution.

3-I8

141L

7%___.__,-_" ____ .

" / :: '• • '-I• " ,• : 4 .
I ". ' *,.,,•, .-. *• . .-• -, . .• ; , ,,, _
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i1, =I JI. Bd) (3--64)

where BS is the effective momentum index.
Be is not readily computable but based on
an existing brake performance B. =.97
(approximate).

3-3.2.2 Euample Problwe

The sample calculation for an open muz-
zle brake Is based on the same gun data
that were used earlier for the multiple-
baffle closed brake.

Gun Data

r = 1.528 in., bore radius

RT = 10.6 x 106 ft2 /sec 2, type AHpro-
pellant

RT. = 7.37 x 106 ft2 /sece, at muzzle (Eq.
2-2)

W, = 8 lb, total weight of propellant

Muzzle Brake Data C f
rb = 6.0 in., radius of baffle

re = 4.584 in., radius of envelope-baffle

contact

rp = 1.68 in., radius of projectile pas-
sage

= 135', baffle deflecting angle

ff , divergence angle

From Eq. 2-6, the rate of flow of gas when

(2e ),/ (y )W
(.+R. 1.0+ 2 -L

V. ___y -W - 6 \,

(1 
2 0.26

12xSx7.343 1 + 8 1.26-7.37-106 ( +0"26.8 I 2 2

1357 6-1.29-17 ____ \____/6.61
= 0.551 x 3072 x 0.588 995.5 lb/sec

3-19
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The mass rate of flow (Eq. 3-59) (I

M 9- 5 - 30.92 lbf/ 'e- of Olu8!/sec

The expansion ratio (Eq. 3-60) ýD

Tr = 15.5

The speed-up factor of n= 2.2 is read

from Fig. 3-2 for & = 5.5.

The fraction of gas deflected (Eq. 3-55)

-1 .0 - :( ) 0.866

The maximum muzzle brake force (Eq.
3-57)

Fb = MI JRT" nr1 (1.0 -- cos 1350)/f3

= 30.92 x 3047 x 2.2 x 0.866 x 1.707/1.33 = 230,000 lb

The additional impulse induced by the pro-
pellant gas acting on the breech (Eq. 3-62)

Y 1.74=W /TIV l\ 1 S 10.6x106 0.5
lg •V 3212 1.261,7"

0.248 x 2900 x 1.505 1080 lb-sec
9

The resultant impulse because of muzzle
)rake (Eq. 3-64)

1, (1-B 6 ) = 1080 x 0.03 32 lb-sec

The total momentum of the recoiling parts
(Eq. 3-39)

mrb Mev + 1 1957 + 32 1989lb-ec

3-20
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If we assume that the muzzle brake weighs

,b 1950 + 200 2150 lb

The velocity of free recoil (Eq. 3-43)

Mfb 191X3 . 29.8 ft/sec

The energy of free revoil

is,

Eb f rb=150x 886 = 29,650 f-Ib

With a 30-in. (2.5 ft) length of recoil, the
recoil force

F tEbb 2r9 6 5 0 1•,860 -lb

By maintaining a recoil force of 2Q,250 lb
for no brake, the length of i ecoil

EL 29650x 12 12.6 in.
Fc 28250

The brake effidency (Eq. 3-46)

=100 1.00- Eb 100 1.00- = 58.0%

where Erb = 70640 ft-lb (see Table 3-4) support is of conventional size, closing
about 40 percent of the periphery, with the

Comparison of these results with those in top support closing about 10 percent. Other
Table 3-3 shows that the open muzzle supports are radial and do not interfere
brake is about as effective as the one- materially with the flow. Fig. 3-10 shows
baM"e closed 5anuzze brake. a schematic front view of this type brake.

Because of the difference in area between
3-3.3 FREE PERIPHERY MUZZLE BRAKE top support and bottom area, the gas flow

produces a downward thrust normal to the
3-3.3.1 Discussion bore axis. This thrust, according to Eqs.

4.4a and 6.5b of Ref. 8
About half the periphery of a free peri-r phery muzzle brake is open for gas dis-charge -provided that the bottom deflector- F. Moeo~w (3--65) ,

3-.21
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FIGURE 3-10. $CHEIAATIC FROmI VIEw OP FREE "PERIPHERY MUZZLE BRAKE
For a single baffe brake (Eq. 6.6 of Ref. 8)

For' multiple baffe brake (Eq. 6.7 of Ref. 8) .

= .er, (Cos j -- sin '(3--67)"

I!

FAccording to Eq. 2-b9, the momentum of

-the gas at the muzzle from c 0 to t =co
i •when y/ 1. 26 is

0.029= - 1.0 + W (3-06)

The Impulse, normal to the bore axis, that

Is created by the deflector Is

1' = M (3-69)

-. 3.2 ExampIe Problemn
Assume that the given and computed of

data of earlier sample calculations still.apply, then the muzzle brakes have values

w n lb-ec 2 1 i-1se 3047 ft/sec normalItotthe bore axis, that
M 675 lb-sec (See Eq. 3-54) 3= 0.8

3-2 2

daaofearlr ap cn stll

appl, the th m ",zle brake have value
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SThe free periphery angles: q1= 200, 42 70%, 43 40o,tp 90'
1 2 2

According to Eq. 3-60, the expansion ratio

2 2

In F1g. 3-2, the speed-up factor corres-
ponding to a 5.5 is ae = 2.2. From Eq.
3--66

rn 0"+( 2 )
'-(cos 206 - cos --* + LO 2 sin 400

-T (2 180 /
0.606 (0.940 - 0.342 + 1.222 x 0.643) 0.840

The normal force (Eq. 3-65)

F= Moa w = 30.92 x 90,47 x 0.84 79,100 lb

The normal impulse (Eq. 3-69)

In Mo 0.84 x 675 567 lb-sec

For the four-baffle brake, assume all baf-
fles of the same size and shape wit' the
same periphery angles as above. Then,
according to Eq. 3-67, where r: corresponds with A of Table 3-2

and n . is obtained from Fig. 3-2. The
given and computed data of a free peri-

to0.441 Z ne1 ri phery closed muzzle brake are listed in
Table 3-6.

TABLE 3-6. NORMAL FORCES AND IMPULSES OF FREE PERIPHERY - CLOSED MUZZLE BRAKE

Data 1st Baffle 2nd Baffle 3rd Baffle 4th Baffle

0.579 0.244 0.102 0.043

Fe 3.35 7.96 18.92 44.93

n 2.05 2.32 2.47 2.60e

heri 1.19 0.57 0.25 0.11

Z.eri 1.19 1.76 2.01 2.12

w 0.525 0.776 0.886 0,935

F1 49.500 73,100 83,500 88,000

In 335 524 598 632

3--23/3--24
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CHAPTER 4

BLAST DEFLECTORS

4-I DESIGN PROCEDURE A large portion of the propellant gas
ejects through the side ports of the muzzle

Blast deflectors are designed according brake. In the mathematical model, two
to the same general procedures as muzzle centers of spherical shock are assumed to
brakes. Although a blast deflector has in- form on ecch side of the muzzle brake. The
h2rent muzzle brake characteristics, the positions of the two point sources of shock
converse is not always true. By direc:ing are located by applying the law of con-
the muzzle blast away from the gun crew servation of momentum and by finding the
area, the deflector does not alter the basic center of gravity of the gases expel led
behavior of gas flow within the structure. when the shock is fully developed9. Allo-
The equations of Chapters 2 and 3 that cating a portion of half of the total avail-
describe this flow apply also to blast de- able thermal energy to 'each of the two
flectors; the braking properties are merely point sources permits calculating the scale
a welcome by-product. Studies have been of the shock decay which depends only on
made and methods have been developed to enex'gy released and static ambient pres-
analyze the pressures of the blast field In sure of 14.7 psia.
an effort to establish guidance during the
early stages of the design. A relation for pressure decay from each

of the effective point sources was obtained
4-2 OVERPRESSURE ANALYSIS OF THE by fitting the experimental shock data for

BLAST FIELD a TNT explosion in air 10 . The fit is ade-
quate over the range 1-15 psi overpres-

4-2.1 DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURE sure. To evaluate the overpressure for a
point in the crew area, the distances to the

A method for assessing muzzle blast of effective centers of shock must first be comn-
artillery during the development of a de- puted, i.e., N the distance to the near shock
sign concept is a decided asset in mini- sphere, and 0 the distance to its counter-
miziag time, effort, and cost. At this stage, part on the other side of the gun. The
the designer can investigate the effect of static pressure contributed by each shock
any vrooosed design detall on the static •' at th f.eld point is Lunlputed from
overpressure in the crew area. The details the shock decay relationship. Shock waves
Include tube length, propellant charge, and reflected or refracted from hard surfaces or
muzzle brake characteristics. Such investi- obstructions are not considered. Thus, the
gations permit the designer to use a brake theoretical model is not valid for distant
of maximal efficiency consistent with toler- sh3ck fields I.I The two pressure compo-
able overpressure limits. These pressure nents combine according to He. Jod of Ref.
limits are presented in Chapter 9. Further- 11 which accounts for phase. i.e., time ar-
more, parts of costly test programs for rival, differences in the two cmiponents.
overpressure measurements can be aavoided. An energy allocation based upon isobars offer a clear way of displaying

the heat of the burning propellant deter- overpressure calculations. Howevei, to
mines the available thermal energy re- compute the pressure explicitly for a given
maining in the gases at projectile ejection, field position is a more convenient arrange-
This is the overwhelmingly large portion of ment than to compute its converse (field
the energy available for shock formation. position for a given pressure). Therefore,

- .
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since the value of each is known by selct- Er = kinetic energy of recoiling parts,
tion, the procedure for computing the posi- BTU
tion of any given pressure becomes Itera- E thermal enerin
tive. A digital computer program written in ejection, BTU le

FORTRAN has been prepared to locate the
static overpressure isobars In the blast F = propellant potential, ft-lb/lb
field. F fraction of maximum overpressure

The program uses interior ballistic, gun, contributed by opposite shock cen-
and muzzle brake data of the 105 mm ter
XMI03 Howitzer for the example. Coin- = heat of combustion, lTUiIb
puter isobars compare favorably with ex-
perimental values under a variety of condi- Lg = distance of muzzle from trunnions,
tions. Any realistic set of values for the in.
isobars may be chosen. A suggested set n
is 7, .6, 5, 4, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 psi. moles of gas

Experimental peak overpressures are ps = average gas pressure at projectile

usually located in a polar coordinate sys- ejection, pi
tem whose origin coincides with the center QE = angle of elevation, degrees
of the muzzle when the gun tube is at R = gas constant, ft-lb/lb, 'K
QE =- 0° angle of elevation. This point re-
mains the pole under all conditions. T = isochoric flame temperature, °K

To facilitate comparison with experi- V, = chamber volume, in.
mental data, the same coordinate system
is used as that in the theoretical analysis VP = volume of projectile and charge,

coordinate system. The plane of the corn- in. 1
puted isobars is parallel to and at a speci- V = total internal volume of tube, in.3

fled height h above the horizontal plane
that passes through the gun trunnion axis. vo = muzzle velocity, ft sec

Locations in the crew area of the blast WC = weight of charge, lb
field are also identified by f the horizontal
distance behind the trunnion axis. Thus, ' = weight of igniter, lb

the coordinate solution includes the height '%' = weight of projectile, lb
h, the angle relative to the gun axis 0, and
the polar distance Df of Fig. 4-1. Wr weight of recoiling parts, lb

Xb t'flechiv." d, l ijce trlvelcd by
4-2.1.1 Definition and Dimensions of Symbols gases from muzzle to side port exit,

in.
A = bore area, in.2

A = lateral distance from axis of gun
B = momentum index tube to side port exit, in.

Df = distance from muzzle to field posi- z axial st a n ce from muzzle to
tion at 00 elevation, ft center of side port exit, in.

Ef = frictional and engraving losses, y ratio of specific beats

X= kinetic energy of gas, BTU E,= efficiency of energy conversion to
the back traveling shock wave

Eh = heat loss to gun tube, BTU angle between tube axis and line

EP = kinetic energy of projectile, BTU from muzzle to field position, deg )

4-2
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4-2,1,2 Equations of the Analytis A / (U 1 )/2 1 All)' / 1,W (4i-13)

The uquutions below art: those used to di-rect the digital cornputer program: K; (1/3) (1 i v) 2 
-V /v (4 -4)

'Ut : jt• (4--1)7
E (4-15)

50030

0 -S T, (4-2)

E, PE"E/•.(4-16)

50.34(1 r 2)( -

R. = 15.5n,15" (4-3)
E, ': 0.05 Ep (4-177

______R) 1.8'"'•(1.K/A)4---3)

, R R('11) 1 +T (1'K)4--4 
0,597 (A I T) 0'75 (V./ 1A) (T - 2130)E2 70 6A nl( ":,'•t3 5

!!k (BT1U ,,'b ) 1.8 lIt (cal/gm) (4--5) 7 7 5 -. 7 9 ( ,1)i , 0 8 7

(4--18

F, = x (4--6)

lE r, I I!T - E , - Eft - E - Et - Eh (4- 19)

U, F (l-o) F, 4-l

".g"J+ 53 (4--7)

t 0. 145 0 + B + B2) (4-20)
R = o Rc +- ( c-h rge a d (4s-8(

y + R/'aR ./(Vc-J) +(]-&)R,8 .,(yi _|)3 s:( .8 c " r-1 4]1

(4-9)
d 0,-A -x (4--22)

T"; (ý-1)Z• "R (4--10)

tit ti •:: +lilt g't• 4 -- 17zi = di(l-b) (4-2937

EP [WP .4 3. 10 -s 5 (V J1 V,/j5-0030 x, (d• zi) (4-24)

(2gj = 50030) (4--12)
tIn this and subsequent equations, subscript x refers in
, urn !o subscript c for charge and to subscript ig forigniter. X I(4- -25)

4--4

S . .. .. .¢ r]-* 11 r, iill i
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) zo+ (4--26)

DOM [ (Ls + O/cus 0 44--27) II
CM (,+z) sin (QE) - h]' + [(L,1 z)w.(E5+f (41--28)1 2

N u[R, s,, 0 - x)2 - COM] 2 4-29)

A[(D sin 0 * x)2+ COM]12 (4-30)

Fc, = exp [2(N-O)/N] (4-31)

A1 2 In(N/o) (4-32)

-.) A2 :n(C/°) (4-33)

x p (0.60920384 -0.20572855 A 1)' (4--34)

",exp (--0.77394019 - 1.8989116 A 0.30859282 A2 ) (4-35)1,2 1.2 1 .2

P 3 = 14" 7(1OPl + F,, 0, "P)l (4-36)

In iterating through Eqs. 4-27 to 4-36,
choose an initial estimate for f for a pres-
sure isobar p, = 7. Call this initial esti-
mate f7. Then,

f 7  cos(QE)[o cos0 -(L +z)] . (4-37)

4-5
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The recursive procedure is defined by
" latirg the (i i ).,t itefit•e fur fiA the Mt-..

If f 1 (2/3) cosO[.fi • (LI 4 z) co-;(QE) .

W3.0) - p. , for (4--38)

(i) t(1, - z)cos(QE) > 0.)1 a

Iteration continues until

P- P(i)j .005 p,

If f()i + ( L + z)cob(QE) > O.lo, the
value of p. cannot be found for the current
value of h. If this happens, the program
will direct the computer to print "no isobar
in this plane" and step to the next lower
value of p3.

4-2.2 DIGITAL COMPUTER ROUTINE FOR
OVERPRESSURE ANALYSIS

cated by b, x , z and xb. Table 4-1 lists
The computer program is written specd- the symbols in tle general text and the

fically for the IBM-1620, but may be used corr:toponding FORTRAN code. They are
on other systems by merely changing the shown in order of appearance from Eqs.
control cards to be recognized by the parti- 4--1 to 4-38. Samples of input •nd output
cular equipment. The program permits data are shown in T ,h 4-2 and 4-3
three parameters to be varied: the height respectively, while Fig. -k- 2 illustrates the
above the trunnion h; the elevation of the Isobars of one set of conditions 'he pro-
tube QE; and the muzzle brake data indi- gram listing is found in Appenc A-i.

4--6

' . 4
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)8L 4-1
SYMBOL-CODE CORRELATION FOR ISOBAR PROGRAM

SCode Symbol Code
Wt Lr I W EMP
Wc EMC Vt VT

Wig EMIG Vp VP
0 ALPHA v VO
It RC Vr/Vo VRVO
Rig RIG Kv CONST

c TVC E EKEG
Tig TrI r EKER

n c GMC W r EMR
n ig GMIG E f KEB

Hc EC Eh EKEH
H.ig EIG A AREA
F c FC Ere EGAS
F g FIG Lg G

SIGMA e EFC

YC GAMMAC B DFLAT
yig GAMIG as ALSTR
R R d DONE

y GAMMA z ZONE
T TV x XONE

HT HTOT A
E, EKEP z Z
xo XO N EN
zo ZO 4 0
Df DSTAR Fct FACT

f F A1  Al
0 THETA A2  A2

COM COM xp XP
L G PHIl
QE QE ¢2  PHI2

Sxb Zeta Ps PS

4-7
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TABLE 4 - 2 SAMPLE INPUT

MJ.l.3 CANNON W/lb CHARGE ZONE 8 TEST RUN FOR PHASE STUDY JUNE 1-65

1.2385 1.2385 3040. 3040. .04308 .04308 974. 974.13.71 1710. 414. 4.35 .04 28.5 1430. 2200.

2 2 3 126.
30. 42. 2. 45.

1o35 5. 3. 11.
.95 5. 3. 11.

0. 0. 0. 0.
r

t

TABLE 4 - 3 SAMPLE OUTPUT
I

ISOBAR IV G.SCHLENKER-S.OLSON.AWC-OR JUNE 1965
XM103 CANNON W/T36 CHPARGE ZONE 8 TEST RUN FOR PHASE STUDY JUNE 1965

{GAMMA C GAMMA IG TV C, DEG K TV IG, DEG K NC, GM MIOL
1.2385 1.2385 3040.0 3'40.0 .0 P308(-

f NIG, GM MOL EC, CAL/GM EIG, CAL/GM AREA, SQ IN
.043080 974.0 974.0 13.71

I VT, CU IN VP, CU IN MC, LBM MIG, LBM MP, LBM
1710.0 414.0 4.350 .040 28.500

MR, LBM VO, FT/SEC
,430.0 2200.

E N E R G I E S B T U
TOTAL 7696.55
PROJECTILE 2760.91
GAS, KIJET! 1'8.6U
RECOILING MASS 63.55
ENGRAVING 138.05
HEAT LOSS TO GUN 291.83
GAS, THERMAL 4303.62

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.00c 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 7.000 11.000

THETA STAR.DEG D STARI. FT F. FT
.O0 9.314 -1.352

10.00 9.151 -1.655
20.00 9.513 -1.727
30.00 10.111 -1.910
40.00 10. 738 -2.441
S50.00 11.329 -3.385

"4-8
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TABLE 4 - 3 CONTINUED

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN2.0 30°0 6.000 11.000
THETA STAR,DEG 0 STAR, FT F, FT

.00 10V23 -.433
10.00 10.068 -.751
20.00 10.355 -. 936
30.00 1 0,884 -1.241
40.00 11.529 -1.835
50.00 12.019 -2.9fil

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.15 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 5.000 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 11.462 .795

10.00 11.245 .407
20.00 11.478 .179
30.00 11.937 -. 329
40.00 12.529 -1.069
50.00 12.986 -2.31?

"B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

E E, DEG H, I11 PS, PSI ZETA, IN2.0 30.0 4.000 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG 0 STAR, FT F, FT.00 13.161 2.495
10.00 12.919 2.056
2C.00 13•.053 1.5;99
30.00 13.433 .966
40.00 13.948 .018
50.00 14.394 -1.414

B-FLAT G, IN X0, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG1 H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 3.000 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 15.692 5.025

10.00 15.485 4.583
20.00 15.516 3.913
30.00 15.797 3.014
40.00 16.155 1.708
50.00 16.56& -. 020

4-9
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TABLE 4 3 CONTINUED

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 2.500 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 17.617 6.950

10.00 17.3314 6.404
20.U0 17.407 5.690
30.00 17.625 4.597
40.00 17.939 3.075
50.00 18.244 1.060

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 2.000 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 20.457 9.790

10.00 20.184 9.211
20.00 20.154 8.272
30.00 20.324 6.935
40.00 20.553 5.078
50.00 20.800 2.703

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 1.500 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 25.057 14.391

10.00 24.769 13.726
20.00 24.678 12.523
30.00 24.748 10.766
40.00 24.905 8.412
50.00 25.073 5.450

B-FLAT G, IN XO, IN ZO, IN
1.35 128.00 5.000 3.000

QE, DEG H, IN PS, PSI ZETA, IN
2.0 30.0 1.000 11.000

THETA STAR,DEG D STAR, FT F, FT
.00 34.618 23.952

10.00 34.331 23.143
20.00 34.170 21.442
30.00 34.117 18.880
40.00 34. 134 15.481
50.00 34.170 11.297

( ?1
4 - -10

______i
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CHAPTER 5

FLASH SUPPRESSORS ii
5-1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 4 = 3, after passing through shock

wave, p > p,
Flash, the radiation of v'isib.e light from

propellant gases as they eynerge from the 5 = 4, after reducing to atmospheric
muzzle of the gun, is botli physical and pressure, p = p,
chenical in nature; physical in the sense 6 = 2, after passing through shock
that the gases are hot fnough to become wave, p > p.
luminous, and chemice4 through the pro-
cess of combustion. Suppression of flash 7 = 6, after reducing to atmospheric
therefore may be achieved by removing or pressure, p = pa
deterring the influence of thee phe- 8 = 7 + 1, mixture at p = p.
nomena. Low muzmle gas temperatures re-
duce flash tendencies and may be achieved Preflash and primary flash originate at
by increasing the efficiency of the gun 2 - the muzzle. No attachment has been de-
Two methods are immediately available for vised to prevent their occurrence but some
increasing the efficiency although their type of shielding can obscure them from all
practical application may be questioned. observers except those directly in front of
Each involves inducing optimum burning the* gun. Muzzle glow occupies Region 2
rates and affiliated pressure development while intermediate flash occurs in Regions
rates by controlling the propellant grain 4 and 7. Any mechanical device that pre-
size or shape. One involves a higher muz- dudes the formation of the shock bottle
zle velocity with the same charge; the will destroy the formation of both phenom-
other, the same muzzle velocity at reduced ena. Secondary flash occurs in Regions 3,
charge. In either case, a larger portion of 5, and 8, provided that ignition tempera-
the available energy is transmitted to the tures and sufficient time prevail for any
projectile rather than retained as heat in given air-to-muzzle gas ratio. Secondary
the gas and the gun becomes ballistically
more efficient with a subsequeait reduction
in critical temperatures that may be below - I

The flow pattern of uninhibited gases as ALL AIR O
they issue from the muzzle is shown in Fig. / MIXTURE OF
5-1. The pattern is divided into eight re- MUZZLE GAS AN AIR

gions designated by the corresponding nu- /
meral. Each region has unique character- /4 5------ ...

istcs.ALL MUZZLE GAS 6I

Enumerating \- .. --- NORMAL SHOCK

Regvion MUZZLE 'SOK8TL
1 = surrounding air at atmospheric OT

pressure, p = P.

2 = all muzzle gas at p= pI

3 = 1 + 2, nixture at p p, FIGURE!-I. FLOW PATTERN AT A GUN MUZZLE

5--1
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flash will be eliminated when the tempera- mining the feasibility of Installing a me- (
ture of the gas-air mixture is lower than chanical flash suppressor. The ignition tern-
the Ignition temperature of that particular peratures for any given propellant are
mixture. Fig. 5-2 illustrates the suscepti- found experimentally for the range of muz-
bility of various muzzle gas-air mixtures at zle gas-air mixtures. Some of these are
atmospheric pressure to secondary flash. plotted in Fig. 5-3. Equal or overlapping
Curves T., Tb, and T c are ignition tern- of the two temperatures renders as useless
peiature curves of three hypothetical pro- any further attempt to control secvndary
pellants. T3, T5, and To are the computed flash mechanically. Unfortunately, if the
temperatures of the muzzle gas In Regions ideal suppressor Is feasible theoretically,
3, 5, and 8, respectively, of Fig. 5-1. If the its geometric proportions may not be rea-
ignition temperature curve intersects the sonable and only trials of modified versions
actual temperature curve in any region, can determine its practical application.
secondary flash will occur. Thus, the muz-
zle gas of the T, curve will not Ignite, that
of the Tb curve will ignite for any mixture 5-1.1 COMPUTED TEMPERATURES OF MUZZLE
from r = 0.15 to r = 0.55 in Region 5, GAS-AIR MIXTURES
whereas all three regions are susceptible
for the propellant represented by the Tc Equations are available for computing

curve, the temperatures of muzzle gas-air mix-
The ideal suppressor contains the muz- tWres for any degree of richness and for

zle g.ases until pressures reduce to atmos- any propellant having known param-
pheric levels. Once releas;d, no further eters 13. These temperatures are for the
control can be exercised. The temperature mixtures at atmospheric pressure, i.e., for
of the gas-air mixture throughout the rich- an ideal flash suppressor. The specific heat
ness range and the corresponding Ignition at constant pressure of the mixture in Re-
temperature becomo the criteria for deter- gion 3

i 1500

goo TaC

S500

00.2 0.4 0. 0.6 1.0
MASS RATIO OF AIR TO MUZZLE GAS, r

FIGURE 5-2. GAS STA TE4GNITION CURVES ( '

.$--24

i .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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1 M1
M2 '

____ ___

MIT,
Mcp

where
C pcfc ha1o000t ~ w ee * a d C r heseii et

FIGUe 5-.(5-3)BUDAISO VROSPRpLAT

Th atoo specific heats of mmegsa h mixture in Re-in3Iglontaa whereur
i ai f artot t larg s ci& 1 -

ture 3=F,
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3FrC T + 
.- F-v W

Sv• I/vCY- 1),'y

I

CP. = specific heat at constant pressure
of air, BTU/Ib/"R

F = RT/ (Y - 1), propellant potential
(usually ft-lb/lb)

Fc .-= 1400 ft-lb/BTU/OK.(Conversion
factor to make dimensions consis-
tent)
acceleration of gravity, ft/sec2

Ps = atmospheric pressure, psi
T, = absolute temperature of ambient

air, *K

Vt = total volume of gun tube, In.3

m= muzmle velocity, ft/sec

Wc = weight of propellant charge, lb
WP = weight of projectile, lb

Y = ratio of specific heats of propellant
gas

Caution should be exercised to maintain
dimensional homognenelty.

The conversion factor to compute the tem-
perature of other nmxture regions Is

SIrc,,T" + (I-€r)CPTf 1

Cl =-- 2

2Y3-1

where C., is the specific heat at constant
pressure of muzle gas and Tf is flame tem-
perature of the propellant.

5-4I

r -eVL A',..
4' * -• *;•.• .
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The temperature In Region 5 Is Eqs. 5-1 to 5--5. This program may be
used in any system, prvided that the r-n-

ST r - I)C +( 1) trol cards are revised to be recognized byT = C ý3 CY( - T3 (&--7) the particular system.

L +T The constants that appear In the calcula-

The temperature in Region 8 tions are
Cpa = 0.24 BTU/Ib/°R,

s I (-I)Cf+(y+ 1) 8 = 32.2ft/sec 2

F--, +(,-1) J=(5-8) C,, = 0.171 BTUi/lb/°R
F, = 1400ft-lb/BTU/'K

Temperatures are computed for 8 guns

5-i.2 DIGITAL COMPUTER ROUTINES FOR having the input data listed in Table 5-2.

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURE S-1.3 LENGTH OF BAR-TYPE

A digital computer routine has been The length of the ideal bar flash sup-
programmed for computing the three tem- pressor is based on the physical propor-
peratures 1"3 T,, and T of the air-pro- tions of the gun and the muzzle gab proper-
pellant gas mixtures. Table 5-I lists the ties. Fig. 5-4 is a schematic of a bar sup-
symbols in the general text and the corre- pressor attached to a gun muzzle. Since the
sponding FORTRAN code'. They are transition of bore area to the circumscribedS" shown in order of appearene from bar area should not be abnrpt, an internal

TABLE 5-1. SYMBOL-CODE CORRELATION FOR TEMPERATURE PROGRAM

Symbol Code Symbol (ode

Cp3 CP3 Y GAMMA

r R F PSI

CPO CPA vo VNI

C CPG G I.

Y GAMMA3 V/ P p

CVM CVA W, WC

C CVG P PA

Tj T3 VI VT

Cti CTI Ct C4

Ct CT2 Tf TF

F, FC Ts T5

T, TA Ts T8

*Appendix A-2 is the flow chart and Appendix A-3 is

the source program listing.

5.--
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TABLE 5-2. INPUT DATA FOR TEMPERATURE CALCULAI IONS (_I
c pcT, 

TG~un mm Propt Ilant BTIT/1¶/.R I3TU/Ib/*R Y K-

1.57 IMR 0.426 0.346 1.231 295 3.105
37 T28 0.429 0.34-1 1.238 295 3,080

75 mo 0.434 0.346 1.254 295 2,574
90M70460.360 1.239 295 3,017

105 M17 0.446 0.360 1.239 295 3,017
120 M17 0.446 0.360 1.239 295 3,017
155 M6 0.434 0.346 1.254 295 2,574A
173 M46 0.434 0.346 1.254 295 2,574

Gun mm f/e n3l bf-bl

1.57 3,250 9.5 0.0322 0.0932 1,504,000
37 3,000 183.5 0.50 1.61 1,496,000
75 2,800 1,219.8 3.385 12.21 1.249,000
90 3,000 1,854 8.24 24.1 1,523,000

105 3,950 2,900 11.74 21.6 1,523,000
120 3.500 5,374 29.43 50.95 1,523,000
155 2,800 6.566 30.86 95.0 1,249,000
175 3,000 16,030 55.1 147.0 1,249,000 _

FLASH
GUN TUBE SUPPRESSORBAA

SLO
Lb 'INIDT H A

SECT/ION A -A
FIG URc 5.4. SCHEMtATIC OF 8AR SUPPRESSOR ..

/ .. j
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TABLE 5-3

OUTPUT DATA FOR TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 1,57MM GUN

I CP3 GAMMA3 T3(DEG K; TSIDEG K) TB(DEG K)

1 0.0 0c426 1.231 601. 1997. 1996,
2 0,1 09407 1.240 742. 1901. 1530,
3 0.2 09389 1.250 A59, 1780. 1301.
4 0.3 0.370 1.261 949, 1641, 11C7.
5 0,4 0.352 1,274 1008. 1490, 1126,
6 0.5 0.333 1.288 1030, 1329. 1081,
7 0,6 09314 1.305 1009. 1161. 1027.
8 0.7 0,296 1,323 937, 987. 941,
9 0.8 0,277 1.346 804. 806, 804.

10 0.9 0.259 1.372 5959 571, 595.
11 1.0 0,240 1,404 295. 295. 295,

"MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 37-MM GUN

CP3 GAMMA3 T3(OEG K) TSIDEG K) Te(DEG K)

1 0,0 0.429 1,236 617. 1986. 1988.
2 0.1 0.410 1.245 756. 1892. 1536.
3 0.2 0.391 1,255 872. 1774. 1312.
4 0.3 0,372 1.265 960. 1638. 1198.
5 0.4 0.353 1_, 2'8 --nir - .4 9.v•&3

6 0,5 0.335 1.292 1039. 1131* 1010.
7 0.6 0,316 19307 1017. 1164. 1034,
8 0.7 0,297 1.326 944, 9910 947.
9 0.8 0278 1,347 809. 81a. 809,

10 0.9 0.259 1,373 598, 570, 598,
11 1.0 00240 1.404 295. 295. 295.

5-7
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TABLE 5-3 (CONT.)

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 75-4M GUN

CP3 GAMMA3 T3CDEG K) T5(DEG K) Te(DEG K)

1 0.0 0,434 1.254 462. 1496. 1496.
2 0.1 0.415 1,262 577. 1441. 1160,
3 0.2 0,395 1,271 675, 1364, 1001.
4 003 0,376 1.2,0 752, 1271. 927.
5 0.4 0.356 1.291 805, 1166. 892.
6 0.5 0.337 1*304 830. 1052. 867,
7 0.6 O.318 1.318 021. 932. 634.
8 0.7 0.298 1,334 773. 807. 776.
9 0,8 0,279 1.353 677, 679. 677.

10 0.9 0.259 1.376 S23. 480. 522,
11 1.0 0.240 1.404 295. 295. 295,

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 90.MM GUN

I R CP3 GAMMA3 T3(DEG K) TS(OEG K) TB(DEG K)

1 0.0 09446 1.239 567, 2000o 2000.
2 0.1 0,425 1,247 719. 1921. 1518,
3 0.2 09405 1,256 848, 1911. 1294,
4 0.3 0.384 1.267 949, 1679. 1189.
5 0.4 0.364 1.278 1018. 153t, 1138,
6 0*5 0,343 1,292 1049, 1371, 1102.
7 0.6 09322 1.307 1035. 1201. 1053.
8 0.7 0.302 1.325 967. 1022. 970,
9 0.8 0.281 1.347 832, 836. e8z.

10 0.9 0.261 1.372 615, 594. 615.
11 1.0 0.240 1.404 295, 295o 295.

C
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TABLE 5-3 (CONT.)

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 105-MM GUN

I R CP3 GAMMA3 T3(DEG K) TS(DEG K) TS(DLG K)

1 0.0 0.446 1*239 546. 2010. 2010,
2 0.1 0.425 1.247 704. 1935. 1510,
3 0,2 0,405 1.256 837. 1826. 1284,
4 0.3 0,384 1.267 943, 1694,• 1183,
5 0,4 0.364 1.278 1015. 1545. 1135,
6 0.5 0,343 1.292 1050, 1383o 1102.
7 0.6 00322 1.307 1038, 1211. .. 1056.
8 0.7 0.302 10325 971. 1030. 975.
9 O0. 0,281 1.347 836, 841. 836,

10 0.9 0.261 1.372 618, 599, 618,
11 1.0 0.240 1.404 2959 295. 2950

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 120-MM GUN

I q CP3 GAMmA3 T3(DEG K) TS(DEG K) TS(DEG K)

1 0.0 0,446 1.239 571. 2159o 2159,
2 0.1 0.425 1.247 742, 2081. 1610.
3 0.2 0,405 1.256 887. 196 4 , 1367,
4 0.3 0.384 1,267 1001, 1821, 1259s
5 0,4 0.364 1,276 10800 1659. 1209.
6 0.5 0.343 1.292 1117. 1483o 1174,
7 0.6 0,322 1.307 1104, 1295, 1124.
8 0.7 00 ic 1.325 1931. 10980 10350
9 0.8 0.281 1,347 884, 890. 885,

10 0.9 0.261 1.372 647. 63L. 647,
11 1.0 0.240 1,404 295. 295. 295,

5-9
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TABLE 5-3 (CONI:

op

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 155-AM GUN

I CP3 GAMMA3 T3iDEG K) TS(OEG K) TS(DEG K)

1 0.0 0.434 4,254 467s 1597. 159?,
2 0.1 09415 1.262 594, 1542, 1223.3 0*2 0,395 1,271 702. 1461. 1052,4 0.3 09376 1.280 787s 1360. 974,
5 00, 003!6 1.291 846. 1247. 939.6 0.5 0.337 1,304 874e 1123, 914.
7 0.6 09318 1*318 866a 992 880ao8 0,? 0,298 1,334 R15, 855. 617,
9 008 0.279 1,393 711. 713. 711.10 0.9 0,259 1,376 543. 5090 5421

11 1.0 0,240 1.404 295, 295. 295.

MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES (
FOR VARIOUS MIXTURE RATIOS OF 175-MM GUN

I R CP3 GAMMA3 T3(DEG K) TS(DEG K) T8(OEG K)

1 0.0 0.434 1.254 470. 1614. 1614.2 091 09415 1.262 599, 1559. 1234,3 0.2 0.395 1.271 707. 1476. 1061.4 0.3 0.376 1.280 794, 1375. 983,
5 0.4 00356 1,291 853. 1260, 947s6 0.5 0.337 19304 882o 1134, 923."7 006 0.318 10318 873, 1001. 887.a 0o0 00298 1,034 821. 862. 824.
9 0.8 0.279 1,353 716. 718. 716:10 0*9 0.259 1.376 546. 514. 546s11 1.0 0.240 1*404 295. 295. 295.

5-10
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Sconical surface joins the bore to the InnerII
sufc of h br Theaxial tongthofte AMP7O-5

conical surface Is somewhat arbitrary and
the optimum distance can beat be obtained
empirically. A series of equations have"
been developed to compute the various
parameters that affect the Ideal bar length.
The stagnation temperature from Eq. 18 of
Reference 13 Is

where T1 Is the given flame temperature.

From Eq. 16 of Reference 13, the stagna-
tion pressure

PS = V, T (5-10)

The pressure at the origin of the slots be-
tween the bars of the suppressor is corn-
puted from the expression '2)

A= ( (yp) 2/Y (5-li)

where
A = area of gun bore

A. = area of flash suppressor at origin
of slots

P . = pressure at origin of slots

All other values being given or assumed,
p, can b)e obtained through Iterative corn-
putation. The length of the bars of an ideal
flash suppressor according to Eq. 2 of
Reference 15 is

Lb-=.y'/2•(Jt/yl (5--12)

5-11
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where y - p./p. gives a qualitative description of this ac- ro
tivity. Assume that the various gas pres-Yo = Po/P. sures are known at a distance Lbi from

w, = total wvidth of slots around the slot origin and over an axial distance

p. rlpheryr AL. In Eq. 5-11, let A = wAL.po = pa,
The the tub therefore total A = A . The exit area Ae can now be
Theengthofthgun volumeboien tpreopelnt computed, from which the column length or
gun volume, for given propellant actual bar thickness Ib can be found from
charge and projectile has a decided effect geometric proportions. This theory has not
on this length of the flash suppressor bar. been tested experimentally but, as men-
For instance, large bore guns, the total tiorted above, verification may not be nec-volume-to-propellant charge ratio of which essary.
Is much smaller than that for small bore
guns, will need relativyly much longer bars,
In fact, far out of proportion to the length 5-2 CONE-TYPE SUPPRESSOR
of gun tubes. Sample calculat!ons will dem-
onstrate this peculiarity. One fortunate dis-
covery during experimentation with sup- The design of cone-type suppressor con-
pressors of theoretical proportions was figuration follows approximately the same
their retention of effectiveness after the procedure as that of the bar-type. Where

bars were shorteued. slot width and number of bars are selected
somewhat arbitrarily and the length corn-Another favorable aspect of the bar puted to conform to these selections, the

flash supprjsasor Is its ability to function exit area of the cone is computed and a j
"satisfactorily without resorting to theoreti- reasonable length selected to conform with q

-,al variations 'of discharge area along its the conventional practice of having the in-
4ength. After computing the total length cluded angle of about 200 to 25016. After
S(Lj of Eq. 5-12), the theoretical discharge stagnation temperature and pressure (Eqs.
aree at any intermediate distance would 5-9 and 5-10) are computed, the exit
Wfave to be evaluated for a short In~cr- area of the cone Is found according to
.zihdntal distancoe of discharge. Fig. 5-5 Eq. 5-11

* i

A ~ .
1Ii,

WiZZLE GAS I;OLUMN

VIEW A,-A END VIEW

FIGURE s-S. sAR COHtOrR FOR THEORETICAL GAS OISCHARGE

5-12
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1/y (5--13) [

a V/ -- i

Y l;

The exit diameter

De = J4/T 5--14)I

The length of the cone

L De/tan 0 (5--15)

where e= the included angle of the cone.

5-3 DIGITAL COMPUTER ROUTINES FOR
FLASH SUPPRESSOR CONFIGURATION

For convenience, particularly for the
iterative solution of p0 , Eq. 5-11 may be
written 0

(y-1)/iy 2/y (Y+1)I/ (Y+I)/yAby= 0 (5-16)

The solution of p. is available by applying
the Newton-Raphson method of approxima-
tions where

Kn = n-I 
, . n 1

F (xo_) (5-i 7)

and where F' is the first derivative of
Eq. 5-16.

• .•F '( o) - • (Y - )/ 'Y -(2 - Y )/ Y YV+ l 1/y,€ -s. P(o PO PO (5- 18)

5--13
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Letting F' (po) 0 and p. = P.., solve Some of the input data are natural con- Q.i
Eq. 5---18 stants such as atmospheric pressure p.

14.7 psi and gravitational acceleration S =
[ 2 )y/(y-i) 32.2 ft/sec2. The inside diameter of the

P= T) (5--19) bar suppressor at the origin of the slot
equals the O.D. of the tube at the muzzle,
and the total slot width equals half the

This value Is the limit of P. for, when sub- Inner circumference of the suppressor.
stituted in the denominator of Eq. 5-17, These choices are arbitrary and may be
x. becomes infinite and therefore reaning- varied to suit the required performance.
less. For a rational beginning of the Itera- Three guns are included in the sample cal-
tive computation to solve for the correct culations: one 90 mm and 2 cal. .50, one
value of Po, choose its initial value to be with a 2G-Inch and the other with a 4 1-inch

(5--20) barrel. For the 90 mm gun (with outer di-
p.(520 ameter of 5.6 in.)

Tr2 1-.D0  .56o=2.63i-

Table 5-" lists the symbols used in the Ao= D (5.6)' =24.63 in?
text with their FORTRAN coded counter-

parts in the computer program'. They are w -- Do- Z(5.6) =8.8 in.
arranged.in order from Eqs. 5-9 to 5-20. 2 2

TABLE 5-4. SYMBOL-CODE CORRELATION FOR FLASH SUPPRESSOR COMPUTATIONS -!

Symbol Code Symbol Code

To TS Lb LB

Tf TF y Y

VM Yo YO

R G P. PA

F PSI wS WS

WC A A

WV WP f(y) GF

Y GAMMA D, DE

p. PS Lc LC

V, VT 0 THETA

A0 AO F(xn FXN

Ab AB FI(xn,) FPRXN

P. PO P0 , POA

*Appendix A-4 is the flow chart and Appendix A-5 Is
the source program listing.

5-14
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- :

!7) For the cal. .50 guns (with outer diameter K
' of 0.875 i1.)

iT' 2 i 2 .2Ao= • D0 =jO.8 7 5 z0.601 in. '

w3,=t :•D,•=O.875:1.37in.
(4'

The remaining input data are listed in
Table .

TABLE 5-5. INPUT DATA FOR FLASH SUPPRESSOR

Gun 90 roba Cal. .50. 20-in. barrel Cal. .50, 41-in. barrel

2 9.8423 0.1964 0,1964
Ab, in.

TV, *K 3,017 3,105 5,105

3v. it/ftec 3,000 2,600 3,252

V., in.3 1,842 5.184 9.5

U', lb 8.24 0.0322 0.0322

Wp, lb 241 0.0932 0.0932
P

Y 1.24 1.23 1.23

F, ft-lb/lb 1,517,000 1,510,000 1,510,000 P

TABLE 5-6. BAR AND CONE TYPE FLASH SUPPRESSOR DATA

STAGNATION PRESSURE BAR CONE EXIT CONE
PRESSURE AT ORIGIN LENGTH DIAMETER LENGTH

TYPE GUN (PSIA) (PSIA) (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)

90MM GUN 15,130.0 13,348.2 61.8 28.28 80.20
CAL.50 20-IN BBL 21,541.3 19,240.5 10.7 4.66 13.22

SCAL 50 4t-IN BBL 10,416.4 9,229.1 8.7 3.52 9.Q7

'1
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F .11
SMOKE SUPPRESSORS OR ELIMINATORS

6--1 SUPPRESSOR COMPONEN1S 6-1.1 DIVERTER DESIGN PROCEDURE 1
A mechanical eliminator or smoke sup- Definite design parameters or data have .

pressor has been developed to filter muz- not been esitablished for smoke sup-
zie gases by the impingement process"• pressors, either fot the complete assembly
The operational characteristics of this pro- or for any of the individual components.
cess are discussed in par. 1--3.4. The sup- Whatever information is available is em-
pressor has three major components: the pirical and still somewhat nebulous. Design
diverter, the filter chamber, and the filter data of two types of diverter are included,
medium. Fig. 6-.-1 Is a cross-sectional view the even flow type and the evenly spaced
of the devil ,i. The diverter is a cylindrical port type. Both follow similar design pro-
structure 'with perforated walls that at- cedures. Dimensions are usually based on
taches to and extends beyond the gun those of predecessors. The diverter of an
muzzle. The perforations permit the radially experimental suppressor for" a 40 mm gun ,
expanding propeilant gas to pass into the has perforations extending over a 12-Inch
filter chamber and later to return to the length, or approximately 7.5 times the bore
projectile passageway. A larger cylindrical dianietcr. On the other hand, a cal. .30

S structure attached to both ends of the di- suppressor is 5.0 inches long, or almost 179 verter forms the filter chamber. Neither times the bore diameter. The required
* outer wall nor end attachments are per- length-bore ratio appears to be somewhat

forated. A porous medium fills the chamber arbitrary and at this stage may be as-
to absorb the smoke. Present practice sumed to be a length that is most appro-
strives to eliminate smoke from 80 percent priate to provide the required port area
of the muzzle gas. from both functional and structural view-

CONVERTER •CSN ITR• .

FIGURE 6-1. SMOKE~ SUPPRESSOR SNOWING MRAJOR COMIPONEtN TS

-~ --- ,~
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points. The inside diameter of the projec- where Ab area of projectile passageway.
W , tile passageway (diverter bore diameter)

is about 10",, larger than the gun bore di- A
ameter. After computing this value, the p (6-3)
dimension is rounded to the nearest con- + AP
verdent fraction. For example, the diverter
bore diameter where Ab + AP = open area

The ratio p is read from the curve in
Fig. 6-2'7 This curve is uased on firing

where D = gun bore dianete~r test data from a cal. .30 gun and shows the
relation between the quantity of gas di-
verted and the port area. By selecting any

An experimental suppressor for a cal. position along the diverter in terms of the
.30 gun percentage of total diverter length (ordi-

Db = 1,1 x 0.30 = 0.33 in. nate), the open area may be found on the
abscissa in terms of a fractional part of the

This dimension was rounded to Db = 0.375 open area. Although Fig. 6-2 indicates
In. that 100 percent of the propellant gas can
For the 40 mm diverter pass through this smoke suppressor, Eq.

Db 1.1 x = 1.733 6-2 proves this condition attainable only
b= 11x1.575 =173in.

for an Infinite port area. Hence, some ratio
The actual diameter Db = 1.75 in. less than 1.0 becomes a practical limit.

Present practice has this limit at 0.80. A
The wall thickness of the diverter was

based on a design pressure of 7000. psi but The total port area can be determined
strain gage measurements indicated from Fig. 6-2 and Eq. 6-2. For 80 percent (,
stresses that were not always compatible of propellant gas received by the smoke
with the computed stresses. Discrepancies suppressor the required open area corre-
varied widely enough to indicate that xot sponds to 0.9 of the total open area. Sub-
only were design pressures questionable stituting this value of p in Eq. 6-2, the

but that pressures seemed to vary con- total port area is

siderably along the axis. However, the (6-4)
amount of test data was limited. Also too Ap, 9b
few areas were investigated to determine
where and how theory was found wantinp,, The port area is distributed along the di-

verter by small holes spaced axially atand what were the actual quantitative pro-
perties of the gas. equal increments. The length of the Incre-

ments is generally about twice the hole di-

ameter. Based on the 40 mm experimental
The designer ii on firmer ground when suppressor ", the cylindrical surface of the

he determines the distribution of the port diverter is approximately 3 times the total
area In the diverter wall. An even flow dl- port area. With A(cyl) x 3 APC, a 27 Ab,
verter has the port area so arranged along the substitution of I D2 for Ab and w DbLd
its length that the same quantity of gas
flows into the filter chamber for each equal for A(cyl) puts the first approximation of

distance along the diverter. The desired the diverter length at
port area, increased from the muzzle, at Ld u 6 .75Db (6-5)
any distance along the diverter is com-
puted as Later this length may change in order to

compensate for the limit imposed by -.he
PAb (6-2) available peripheral area, i.e., the com- .

P = • puted port area may be larger than that

6--2
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p, RATIO OF PORT TO OPEN AREA

FIGURE 6-2. AREA FUNCTION OF EVFN FLOW DIVERTER FOR A CAL. .30 GUN

available for a particular segment of the The total port area for 80 percent gas in-
diverter. Thus, the structure itself imposee take is, from Eq. 6-4,
geometric linits on the port area distribu- 2
tion. Ar = 9A5 = 5.409 ja.

On the assumption that 1, 8-in. holes are

6-1.1.1 Example Problem drilled in the diverter walls, the maximum
number o~f h.ol .......-. 4 -I. the rI.peLy-.a

Determine the size of a smoke suppres- each incrementof dlverter length
sor diverter for a 20 mm gun. N Db /

According to Eq. 6-1, the inside diame- Nm = 22 holes
ter of the diverter is

where D. = diameter.of each hole or per-
Db 1.10D = 1.1 × 0.787 = 0.866, foration. Because these holes would over-

lap slightly on the inner periphery, the
say 7/8 in. number is reduced to N. = 20.. The re-

quired number of peripheral groups of holes
22Ab = 7/4 Db 0.601 in. = 0 5.409 227N A 20 x 0 01227

mh

Mrom Eq. 6--5, the length of the diverter where Ah 0.01227in•, the area ofa 1:8

) L, 6 .75Db 6.75 x 0.875 =5.9, say 6 in. diameter hole.

6-3
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By spacing the peripheral groups at 1/4- The actual ratio of port area to open arep
inch increments, the length of 6 inches pro- is q
vides space for 24 groups (if -24) which P. 0. 19 3
should be adequate. Table 6-1 lists the X F - 0.347
given and computed data of the required
port area at each increment which repre- and the cori-esponding percent of gas enter-
saents 0,80/24 of propellant gas intake. ing the filter In the first 1.75 in. of diverter

To illustrate the computed results listed length is rend from Fig. 6-2.

in Table 6--1, the seventh Increment (i - 7) P8= 23 5 (read on Pd axis)
Is selected for the purpose. The percentage
of propellant gas entering the filter cham- Note thai p5 equals or nearly equals Pd.
btr is equivalent to the rtio ofnth perfora- The difference is caused by the fixed di-
tion position t n the d overter length which ameter of the perforations which cannot be

can be expressed in terms of the increment converted into a whole number and still
of travel. Since the effects are cumulative furnish the peclso port area. Generally, P.
the desired ratio of propellant gas entering shows the amount of gas escaping the di-
the chamoer at incrtument i =7 to the 80I th chaoer t inr~mnt i= 7 o th 80 verter is evenly distributed through incre- •

percent that eventually enters the chamber I
is ment 18 (4 y. hches). After this, only 20

holes can be drilled around the periphery,
'• (0.80) - 0.233 or 23.37, and since more are needed for even flow,

the actual flow begins to decrease over this
last part of the diverter. If the original

This ratio may be considered to be the length of 6 Inches is maintained, only 72.2% -

theoretical design ratio, of the propellant gas will enter the filter
The corresponding initial port area ratio cabr f8%i tl eiea2ic •:

from the chart in FIg. 6-2, p = 0.348. length must be added to the diverter to
provide the 441 holes neede.d to reach the

Insert this value In Eq. 6-2 and solve for 80% capacity.
h port area. The last portion of the diverter length

represeats a rapid rate of diminishing re-
PAb _ 0.348 x 0.601 t0.3206 turns. Whether the additional unfiltered

APd =" - 0.3S smoke can be tolerated is a matter of trial

and observation. In terms of total propel- I
The total nu..m~ber of -rfor tion nirding lant'gas, the increase amounts to only 8%which seems low enough. But in terms of
those at 7 is the 20% unifiltered smoke, the Increase be-

,. 0.3208 26.1,say26comes 40%, which is considerably more
:. = 26. 1, gay 26 significant. More holes at the beginning7 X0.12 would absorb the 8% although the in-

The nuas at7, N 7 •N7 -- =2 - 21-= 5 creased flow at this location may prove un-
desirable. Any of these approaches, or any
others that seem feasible, may be used.

The actual port area at 7. However, only experiments wl'l determine
the logical choice.

AP = :N7 Ah - 26 x 0.01227= 0.3190 in?
6--.1.2 Diverter With Uniformly Distributed Port

The total open area Arto i

Except for the distribution of the holes ]
A, A + A 0.3190 + 0.6010 =0.920 in. in the diverter wallh, the design procedures

6-4
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TABLE 6-1. COMPUTED PORT AREA AT REGULAR INTERVALS

P P Ad ZN AP A, P. P.

1 (V.033 0.030 0.0321 3 0.0368 0,6378 0.058 0.038

2 I.u 7  0.1i)0 0.0644 6 0.0?36 0.6746 0.096 0.06W

3 0.100 0.155 0.1035 9 0.1104 0711I1 0.155 0.100

4 0.133 0.205 0.1550 13 0.1595 0.7605 0.210 0.138

5 0.167 0.252 0.2025 17 0 2086 0.809., 0.258 0.170

6 0,200 0.300 0.2576 21 0.2577 0.8587 0.300 0.200

7 0.233 0,348 0.3208 26 0.3190 0.9200 0.347 0.235

8 0,267 0.390 0.3842 32 0.3926 0.0936 0.395 0.270

* 0.300 0.435 0,462- 38 0.4(,(3 1,0673 0.437 0.300

10 0.333 0.4'1 0.5416 44 0.5399 1.1409 0.473 0.333

11 0.307 0.S15 0.6382 52 0.6380 1.2390 0.515 0.367

12 0.400 0.1t0o 0.734r, 6() 0.7362 1.33-2 0.551 0.400

13 0.433 0.581 0.8472 69 0.84(,6 1.4476 0.583 0.433

14 0.46' 0.622 0.9889 81 0.9939 i .9949 0,623 0.467

35 0.500 0.65 2-1.1H10 93 1.1411 1.7421 0.655 0.500

16 0.53) 0.690 1.3317 109 1.3374 1.9384 0.690 0.533

17 0.56' 0.720 1,5454 126 1.5460 2.1470 0.720 0.567

18 0.600 0. 50 1,8030 147 1.8037 2.4017 0.750 0.600

19 0.633 0.780 2., If8 169 2.0736 2.67.16 0.775 0.030S 20 0.667 0.805 2.4.10 191 2 3436 2.9.446 0.796 0.652

21 0.700 0.833 2.9978 213 2.'135 3.21345 0.813 0.673

22 0.733 0.860 3.6918 235 2.8835 3.4845 0.828 0.690

23 0.767 0.880 4.4073 257 3.1534 3.7544 0.840 0.706

24 0.800 0.900 5.4090 279 3.4233 4.0243 0.851 0.722

for the evenly distributed perforation type i, 24, total number of peripheral
are the same as for those of the even flow grours of perforations
type. The evenly distributed perforation
type permits more gses to enter the 6 in., leni.h of ddverter
chamber near the muzzle than at positions N. 20. number of perforations on pe-

farther away. Computations based on the riphery at each increment
same general data as those for the even
flow diverter will demonstrate the differ- AP iN,, Ah :% 20 x 0.01227 i =02454 i, jn'
ence in performance for the two types. cumulated port area at any given
Thus, increment.

Ab = 0.601 in.2, area of projectile pas-
sageway

A. O027 2 raofahpeoa- The solutions for f rom Eq. 6.-3 gives
Ah =in., area of each perfora- the ratio of the quantity of gas diverted to

tion the total quantity of gas.

Db = 7/8 in.. diameter of projectile pas-
sageway A

Dh = 1/8 in., diameter of each perfora- P =

6-5
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TABLE 6-2. DIVERTED GAS RATIOS FOR UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED PORT AREA

i Ap At 4AP p i A Pb +Ap P I
1 .2454 .8464 .290 13 3.1902 3.7912 .842

2 .4908 1.0918 .450 14 3.4356 4.0366 .851

3 .7362 1.3372 .551 15 3 (,8-0 4.2820 .860

4 .9816 1.5826 .620 16 3.9264 4.5274 .867
5 1.2270 1.8280 .671 17 4.1718 4.7728 .874

6 1.4724 2.0734 .710 18 4.4172 5.0182 .880

7 1.7178 2.3188 .741 19 4.6626 5.2636 .886

8 1.9632 2.5 642 .766 20 4.9080 5.5090 .891

9 2.2086 2.8696 .787 21 5.1534 5.7544 .896

10 2.4540 3.0550 .803 22 5.3988 5.9998 .900

11 2.6994 3.3004 .818 23 5.6442 6.2452 .904

12 2.9448 3.5-158 .830 24 5.8896 6.4906 .907

6-1.2 CASING DESIGN stainless steels and other high-temperature
alloys show promise. Three types of filter

The casing is the outer cover of the packing were tested in a 40 mm model.
smoke suppressor. its length is determined Table 6-3 lists the data.
by the length of the diverter wher~eas its
Inside diameter is determined by the size A total of 38 rounds was fired for the
of the filter packing. Pressures are gener- steel shavings filter. The No. 6 shavings (
ally low,, subsequently, the casing wall will are equivalent to the coarsest commercial "-
be relatively thin. Unless the radius-to-wall- steel wool available. This filter mateiial
thickness ratio is less than 10, the method maintained its shape but some erosion oc-
for computing hoop stresses ina thir- curred in'the first few inches in the rear.
walled cylinder wil apply. If less than 10, Some erosion also occurred at the perfora-I Lame's Equation for hoop stress will be tions near the rear. Although structurally
adequate. For the experimental models, acceptable, the steel shavings are inferior
this stress was computed for a pressure of material with respect. to erosion.
1,500 psi although the actual pressure for
the 40 mm Automatic Gun M1 used in the. A total of 34 rounds was fired for thetest was not measured. Strain gage data 1.75-in. thick stainless steel mesh and 27
showed stresses well below the critical, rounds were fired for the thinner variety

that had a 1-inch gap between it and the
6-1I.3 FILTER PACKING MATERIAL casing. Both showed good filtration pro-

perties and survived the erosion test. The
SThe optimum form of filter media has thick-walled filter was compressed forward

not been found because of the need for to almost half its length. The thin-walled

further investigation but the assumption filter maintained its outside diameter de-
persiits that the efficiency of particle re- spite the lack of radial eupport and de- 3
moval is a fhnction of surface area and creased in length by only one inch. From
asymmetry of the matrix. There must be the point of view of erosion and filtering
sufficient surface area to remove all of the ability, the stainless steel wire mesh shows
smoke that enters. the chamber. The ma- much promise as a filtering material. Fur-
terial that provides the area must also re- ther investigation Is needed to improve on
slat the erosion of the high velocity hot structural strength, and to determine the
propellant gas. Tests have shown that some optimum size and structure of the-nesh.

/ 6-
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TABLE 6-3. FILTER PACKING DATA

Radial Weight, Density. Specific Toal
Mater~al Thickness, Surface, Surface.

in. lb lb/ft 
3  ft

2
/lb 2

St-1 Sh-.ings No. 6
Mild Carbon 1.75 10.0 71.5 7.3 73.0

W[ire Mesh 304
Stainle ss 1. 75 6.0 40.0 21.0 126.0

*11

Wire Mesh 304
Stainless 0.75 2.5 40.0 21.0 52.5

6-7/6-4
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CHAPTER 7

BORE EVACUATORS

7-1 GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS P'
where R the ratio of ambient to

A design procedure is available to corn- muzzle pressure at shot ejection.
pute various parameters of a bore evacua-
tor from available data" . However, these Another parameter needed for computing
parameters, although basically correct, design data is the equivalent length
must be considered as preliminary inas- V,
much as several other factors may later (7-L)
exert their influence on the design. Some
of these factors are newly acquired per- All the above computed values are inde-
formance data, limiting geometric propor- pendent of reservoir location and geometry
tions, and available material. Meanwhile but are needed to compute some of the
the theoretical approach establishes the actual design details. Other design para-
general concept of the designs by following meters are dependent on data, empirical in
a well-defined format. nature, that are based on the performance

of earlier designs. Nozzle location, angle of
Given Vt the total gun volume which is inclination, and the velocity of head wind

bore volume plus chamber volume, P. the are so designated. The nozzles should be
muzzle pressure at shot ejection, A the far enough to the rear of the muzzle to in-
bore area, and W, the weight of the propel- sure that both the charging and discharg-
lant charge; the time can be computed for ing functions of the evacuator perform ef-
the pressure to drcp to 0.06% or 6x 10"' P0  ficiently, i.e., allow sufficient time for the
on the assumption that all gases are im- reservoir to be filled to capacity and then
mediately discharged from the muzzle Into for jet action to purge the tube of propel-
a vacuum. This time interval Is lant gases. Mechanical limitations may dis-

turb the ideal location, however, a strong
2 CW V, attempt should be made to limit the nozzle

e (7-1) location distance L, to the muzzle to

0.11t Z Ln Z 0,2L (7-5)
where g = acceleration of Trrsvityv The best results are achieved with those

2 t+l) /2 (Y-1) nozzles that are inclined at very small
k ffi_/ (7-2) angles with respect to the bore axis. But,

nozzles inclined less than 30" offer fabrica-
Y = ratio of specific heats tion difficulites, thus a nozzle angle of 4 f

30* is recommended and becomes the
Breech opening normally should be delayed lower limit.
until the bore pressure has subsided to at- The presence of headwinds at the muz-
mospheric levels in order to preclude zle is deleterious to the performance of an
copious gswi d'ischarge rearwarod. The -WLr~mpum bree schpening rtime .isthe timeiof evacuator. Some compensatory measures
mum breech opening time is the time of must be taken to neutralize the strongest
this delay. anticipated wind. A wind velocity of vw =

75 ft /sec is generally accepted as prac-
tical, A ratio of dynamic pressure to static

(73) pressure may be expressed as

7--1
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Pa ,•,46R (7-li )2

W= (7-43) (w/Y)A =2(w/y) = .17-11X|
where the mass density of air Later wd and Ad are introduced as the

w ,practical design equivalents of the theoreti-
6= density of air cal ratios of nozzle area tv bore area and

reservoir volume to bore volume, respec-
tively.

7-2 FIXED NOZZLE DESIGN PARAMETERS Present practice has X = 0.5, therefore

Since fixed nozzles have the same flow
area in either direction, no distinction need 2.5 R
be made between charge and discharge "IY = V--6.87 Rp (7-12)

parameters. The ratio of nozzle area to 0

bore area may be expressed In terms of Nozzles may be fixed or check valve
w ,Y, and cb such that types. The fixed type, Fig. 7-1(A), has no

tW, moving parts and usually is merely a hole
-3-77 drilled through the tube wall. The check

r c(valve type, Fig. 7-1(B), has a moving part
The required total nozzle area that regulates the flow; a relatively largeopening while the evacuator is being

A =A. (7-8) charged, a smaller opening during dis-
charge. Valves that close completely after

The value of w Ic solely dependent on the charging are also used. This type relies on
other nozzles that remain partially or to-assigned head wind velocity which varies tally open for discharging purposes. Re-

to fit prevailing climatic conditions. tlyoe o ~cagn upss equired jet duration time usually dictates

The computed value of w is necessary the type nozzle. If charging and discharging
for computing the reservoir volume. The activities are compatible for the same noz-
ratio of reservoir volume to gun volume is zle area, then a fixed nozzle becomes the
Identified as logical choice. It Is simple, has no moving

parts and is therefore more reliable, and
V, (7-9) costs less. If charging and discharging are
V-C" not compatible ibr the same nozzle area,

then check valves or a combination of
where V is the reservoir volume, check valves and fixed nozzles are in-dicated.
Nozzle area Is associated with reservoir c
area through the ratio -/x. For the evacu- The maximum theoretical operating
ator to operate over a period of time that is pressure in the reservoir is based on a 50%
a theoretical maximum heat loss, i.e., x = 0.5, and is computed

from the equation
/ 2.5 RP7

/ 46 (7-10) P,= P, X0 (/Y)d P, (W/Y)d (7--3)

The operating pressure should always be
where X is the heat transfer factor. To in- at least 80 psi. This pressure is reasonable
troduce a measure of assurance to the com- when compared to firing test results with
puted design data, the ratio of Eq. 7-10 is the XP-3 Evacuator. In these tests, a p, of
arbitrarily doubled so that the ratio used 70 psi for Zone 5 resulted in marginal evac-
for design purposes uation.

7-2

4.-
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/,-GUN TUBE ,-EVACUATOR

(A) Fixed Nozzle Type

-CHECK VALVE

TUBE -EVACUATOR FIXED NOZZLE

(B) Check Valve Type

FIGuRE 7-1. GORE EVACUA TORS SHOWING NOZZLES

Test data on the XP-3 ball-type experi-
mental bore evacuator agree closely with
the theoretical pressure p,, i.e.:

Zone Computed p., psi Actual Pr' psi No. of Tests
-- T- ~65 7

7 294 293 18
On the other hand, test pressure on the

M126E1 Evacuator did not compare as
favorably with the computed pressures, i.e.:

Zone Computed p., psi Actual p,, psi Modified p,, psi
352 200 179

8 560 300 280
A possible explanation of this discrep- If the computed pressure were modified

ancy may be that + = 30%, the inclination by multiplying the expression for pressure
of the charging nozzles toward the muzzle. in Eq. 7-13 by sin €, the new value would

7--
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approach th- ictual value more closely. A data below, the actual pressures obtainedword of WatIUh"=db neretdh Irk the firing testo were for evacuators thatto emphasizr that practice does not always differed to some extent from computed de- U
precisely ft )w theory. According to the sign parameters.

Evacuator M 126E1 XP-3
Parameter Computed Actual Computed Actual

Nozzle Location, in. 14-19 22 24-48 53
Nozzle area, in. 2  0.0468 0.188 0.0468 0.0689
Evac. Volume In.3  845 1,100 760 1,980

The XP-3 Evacuator is still in the ex- (w/A /R The jet duration time can nowperimental stage but the M126E1 Evacua- be computed after e Is found from Eq. 7-1.
tor is standard equipment for its assigned
weapon. The discharge area of the latter is Ti = AT4 times larger and its volume 23 percent R' -- (7-15)
larger than their theoretical counterparts.
Since the ptandard evacuator performs If a departure from the theoretical mini-adequately, indications are that the theo- mum nozzle size appears advisable, newretical design approach should be modified values of the various parameters must beto conform more closely to the practical computed. The ratio of nozzle area to boreapproach and that more development work area becomes
is needed to modify the theory. Until this 2criterion is realized, the designer can use nirlD)nthe present theory as a guide and rely on d (7-16) *experience and experiments to design an
acceptable bore evacuator. The wall of the where D, = nozzle diameterreservoir must be strong enough to sustain
the pressure If gases were accumulated <with no heat loss, thus, X = 1.0 and the de-sign pressure becomes Xd= (7-17)(WAd

Od = 2Pt (7-14)
The reservoir volume is

One of the most critical parameters in- V, = Xd Vt (7-18)"volving the design of bore evacuators is
that of jet duration time T. which is the Reservoir volumes should be kept reason-
time required to discharge the gas from ably small; therefore, nozzles should bethe reservoir. The discharge time must ex- kept reasonably small since reservoir vol-ceed the breech opening time by a margin ume varies directly with nozzle area.
great enough to give the induced air flow
adequate time to purge the tube effec- 7-3 CHECK VALVE DESIGN PARAMETERStively. As a precautionary measure, the jetduration time is increased 25 percent If conditions are such that the breechabove the breech opening time. Intricate opening time exceeds the initial fixed noz-and tedious computations are avoided by zle jet duration time, a check valve typeobtaining the jet duration factor A T that nozzle must be used. A longer dischargecorresponds with (w/.)/R on the appro- time can be had by using a smaller dis-priate curve of Fig. 7-2 if (w/X)/Rp is as- charge nozzle or by retainring the dischargesigned the readily computable value of ozozle and using a larger charging nozzle

7-4
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FIGURE 7-2, JET OURA TiON FACTORS *'
which leads to a larger reservoir. Since where T. = jet duration time of a fixed noz-
smaller discharge nozzles cannot compen- zle
sate for anticipated strong headwinds, the .e uaintieo hc
logical choice is the larger charging nozzle Tc=jtdrto ieo hc
with correspondingly larger reservoir. This valve nozzle

approach is aided by the expression = ratio of charging nozzle area to .bore area

S= l •7-1g• d• =ratio of discharging nozzle area
(71)to bore area

7-5
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The minimum values of Wdr and A,' are The final step of the general dpsign pro-equated to their counterparts in fixed noz- cedure is thL efficient distribution of the "zle design reservoir volume In order to minimlize heat
losses. Two variables are known, the vol-Wdc = W (7-20) ume V and the inside radius Ri of the gas
(ce!L This radius is usually that of the outerc/Xk -- (Wk)d (7-21) gun tube surface. By computing the ratio
V /R 3 , and obtaining the correspondingIf the breech opens Tb seconds after shot ratio of R,/R5 from Fig. 7-3, both theejection, the jet duration time is set at outer radius of the gas cell R0 and its
length L may be computed.Tic~ =l1. 2 5Th (7-22)

The ratio of the charging nozzle area to Ro= Ri(R,/Ri) (7-25)
bore area becomes V, 2

L=T(2 • (7--26)

Tic Wyr (7-(23)
ST- Normally these computed dimensions will

yield a bulky structure. However, t] e pro-and the ratio of reservoir volume to tube vision of a relatively long duration timevolume will compensate for the additional heat
w losses and accompanying pressure dropX = (7-24) that occur when the gas is exposed to the

larger cooling surfaces of the slimmer res-The total charging nozzle area and the res- ervoir.
ervoir volume are computed according to 

VEqs. 7-8 and 7-18.

* I
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7-4 SAMPLE PROBLEMS ,

7-4.1 FIXED NOZZLE

Determine the size of reservoir and_.
three fixed nozzles for a gun having the
follow1ng characteristics:

A 13.42 in. 2, bore area

p, 12,000 psi, muzzle pressure

V, 3858 in. 3 , total gun volume

v 3500 ft/sec, muzzle velocity

W = 17.3 lb, weight of propellant charge

Y 1.23 ratio of specific heats of pro-
pellant gas

= -22 \2.23/0.46
k= f(2) = - ry 1.2T=0.65S= j ,.ý23)=o

From Eq. 7-1

* - 2 2 17.3x 3858 0.l183 sec

____'_ sp. 13.42x0.65,0.23 386.4x12000 0.

From Eq. 7-3, the minimum breech open-
ing time

.= 0 (R 12-y- 1 e 0.0935 - 0.1183x 0.878= 0.104 sec I .

where

Rp= 1. 0.001225

The equivalent length of the gun tube (Eq.
7-4)

A 13.42-27

7.7--
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According to l'q. 7-6, the ratio of dynamic From Fig. 7-2, the jet duration factor
pressure to static pressure A= 0.0157

2I

v2 Eq. 7-15 provides the fixed nozzle jet dura-
1,• f~ 0.00236-(75)2-=0.00312 tion time•' 2p, 2• 14,7 •144 to i~21 = AT - 0.0157xO.1183 _ 1 54 sec

where v.= 75 ft, sec, velocity of head wind R, 0.001225
This time Is adequate provided that the

. 0.076 Ib breech opening time I somewhat less,SP ... =0.00236 It1.752
S 32.2 f,• •say 1-•' = 1.2 sec.

mas5it 1

massdensty oairFor manufacturing convenience, Increasethe nozzle diameter to 1/8 in. The total

The ratio of nozzle area to bore area (Eq. nozzle area7--7) 2 2

An) A.3 x2x 0.125 2 =0.0368in.

0.00312 0.0 6
=(y+ 1) cos 2.23x0.16= A_ 0.00274 (Eq. 7-16)

where 0 - 30', the inclin-tion angle be- W A 13.42
tween nozzle and bore. The total nozzle
area required (Eq. 7-8) - d - 0.00274 0.1631 (Eq. 7-17)

SA =A = 0.0016116313.42 = 0.027165 07)

The required reservoir volume (Eq. 7-18) \(
The diameter of each of 3 nozzles

[ \ ,f-7•--,, =,X V , = = 0. 1621 x 3858 =- 629 id)

F1n An 0V/0'•193 = 0.0959 in.
00 99n 7--4.2 CHECK VALVE

From Eqs. 7-12 and 7-11 Should the fixed nozzle jet duration time
of Ti = 1.52 sec be too short because

6.87 R= 6.87 x 0.001225 = 0.0084 circumstances dictate that the breech
opens at Tb = 2.5 sec after shot ejection,

La a check valve type charging nozzle is1(.')" = 2 (O-) = 0.0168 needed. The jet duration time

Tic= 1.25 Tb= 1.25 x 2.5 = 3A25 sec (Eq. 7-22)
The operating and design reservoir pres- 1
sures are obtained from Eqs. 7-13 and According to Eqs. 7-20, 7-21, and 7-22,
7-14 d = 0.00161, w/K = 0.0168, and1d ,C
P, = o = " 12000 x 0.0168 = 100 psiTi ,!

2 )P-or d 2 2W T 0.0016! 20 s0 0 03 3 1

dc T 1.52
Rd =2Pr = PsI From Eq. 7-24

(0/x)d/'R 0.0168 =13.7 X= 0=00,31 --0.197
( R 0.001225 =C X) 0.0168

7-8
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The three nozzles would have a total area R7
of From Mg. 7-3, K 2 2.15, andd R= 2.15

Ri = 7.525, say 7.5. The length of the gasA, - wcA = 0.00331 x 13-42 = 0.0445 in.2 cell (Eq. 7--26)

which Is equivalent of a nozzle diameter 760

of dc L-- 0. 137 in. L 76od (R2 - R2) (56.25-12.25)w 138.23

The reservoir volume (Eq. 7-18)
V= 5.5V nV, = X VC = 0. 197 x 3858 = 760 in. .5In

This shape Is oomewhat of a monstrosity.

The nozzles would be located, according to A cell having a gap of one Inch and a cor-
Eq. 7-5, between 28.7 and 55.4 Inches responding length of 30 Inches would be
firm the muzzle. Assume a gun tube O.D. more palatable. However, design layouts
of 7 in., then Ri = 3.5 in. and ere needed to conduct a more thorough

study before an acceptable compromise de-
V 760 -17.7 sign Is realized.

R1

I

7-

7--9I\
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CHAPTER 8

NOISE SUPPRESSORS

8-1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 1. It should cool the muzzle gases to the
temperature that would quench the

Noise is an inherent characteristic of a burning gases and later prevent re-
gun and is usually associated with three ignition.
main producers: the projectile, the muzzle, 2. It should mix muzzle gases with air
and the gun components other than the gradually to prevent atmospheric
muzzle. The noises produced by the gun oxygen from supporting combustion.
components are mostly mechanical such as
the sounds of moving parts, impact, and 3. It should decelerate the muzzle gases
vibration. The projectile noises are mainly to prevent shock-front formation.
those caused by air turbulence following 4. It should retain the gases until they
the projectile and the supersonic shock become relatively cool through ex-
wave or ballistic crack generated by the pe
projectile nose. Muzzle noises are produced temperature increases.
by the air pressure build-up in the tube
ahead of the projectile and by the propel- Operations 1, 2, and 4 prevent secondary
lant gases issuing from the muzzle after the flash and thus the noise associated with it.
projectile passage. Operation 3 has inherent noise producing

capabilities. To be successful, any one or a
The most intense noise of a firing gun is combination of the four operations must be9 caused by the rapidly decaying shock wave incorporated in a suppressor. Cooling will

that continues to travel at sonic velocity asan ipule wve o sond ave.A cude occur if the gas flow is checked long enough
at a heat sink for heat to transfer by con-

but effective experiment was conducted by vection and conduction, or by adiabatic ex-
firing a 7.62 mm rifle through a metal con- pansion in a changing area flow passage.tainer 10 inches long by 8 Inches dia- Gaulmxn a earne ypo

eterGradual mixing can be arranged by pro-gressive venting downstream. Deceleration
supported by, the muzzle. The other end and retention are to be had by changing
had a bullet exit hole of 7 / 16-inch diameter the cross-sectional area of the directed flow
in its center. When the gun was fired, the
sound level of the report was drastically re- passage.

duced. This sound level was not measured
but seemed equivalent to that of a cal..22 8-2 SOUND SUPPRESSOR EXPERIMENTS
rimfilre cartridge. The sound reduction may
be rationalized by computing the gas pres- No specific procedures or data now exist
sure in the can. Based on Corner's theory for
for space mean pressure and the character- dignng a soun supressor for any
istics of NATO 7.62 mm iound, adiabatic given gun but work Is currently being done

expansion will yield a computed gas pies- in this area. However, experiments haveexpasio wil yild copute ga p-es- been made to determine the feasibility of
sure of 31.5 psia for one round. The result- been mude determine the fasibityo
ýng critical gas pressure ratio of 0.47 indi- such muzzle devices. One tye was based

on the practice of bleeding off the gases be-cates the gas exit velocity to be subsonic; fore normal acceleration of the projectile is
therefore, complete. This method was effective to a
projectile, large degree, buL at the expense of a

Four operations determine the effective- greatly reduced muzzle velocity that gener-
, ness of a noise suppressor: ally cannot be tolerated. Other tests were

.4
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performed with two convwntional silencer
types and two divergent-convergent flow =
passage types. These four are shown sche-
nmatically in Fig. 8-1. Type (A) is the con-
ventional baffle type. Type (B) has vents
that permit access to a chamber filled with (A) Conventional Silencer
absorbent material, such as glass wool or •
metal screening. Type (C) has two diverg-
ing passageways connected by a converg-
ing one, whereas Type (D) adds another __ -

converging-diverging section. Types (C) f==o car

and (D) are effective flash suppressors.
These models were tested by firing cal. .45
M1911 ammunition. The sound was mea- (B) Absorbent Material
sured at 10 meters to the right of the muz-
zle. The measured intensities are shown be-
low to be compared with the 141 decibels
having no suppressor attached.

Suppressor (A) (B) (C) (D)
Decibels 124 119 136 132

The above data indicate that the divergent- (C) Two Stage Divergent
convergent passage does suppress sound
but still not as effectively as the baffle or
absorbent material type silencers. How-
ever, when based on energy levels, Type
(D), In attenuating the sound from 141 dB
to 132 dB, reduces the energy level by 87
percent. Although there is a paucity of =
technical Information with respect to
designing sound suppressors, the known (D) Three Stage Divergent
characteristics indicate that this muzzle de- FiGURES-1. SOUND SUPPRESSORS tSCHEMATICS)

vice is feasible. Many attempts throughout .R
the years have been made to prove this
feasibility particularly for hand guns al- patents, both foreign and domestic, attest
though considerable effort has been de- to this activity. Appendix A-6 is a partial
voted to the larger small arms guns. Many list of these patents.

.3

B-2
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CHAPTER 9
HUMAN FACTORS g p

9-1 INTRODUCTION greater ranges than conventional projec-
tiles. The larger propellant charges needed

The two-fold purpose of the muzzle de- to reach the inicreased distances develop
vice is to give added protection to gun and higher" pressures and cause an increase In
crew from the effects of the muzzle gases noise level. Third, increased firepower in-
and to hinder the enemy in locating the gun creases the number of impulse noise insults
emplacement. Muzzle brakes and blast de- to the operator's ears. Thus, increased fire-
flectore aid the gun by reducing recoil power, increased pressures, and shorter
forces. Flash, noise, and smoke suppressors tubes, collectively expose the gun crew to
reduce the probability of being detected by dangerous impulses.
the enemy. These muzzle devices plus the When weapons - such as rifles, mortars,
bore evacuator also affect personnel in theimmediate vicinity of the gun. The effec- or cannons .- are fired, the spherical shock
immeniates icinity of the e deve wThe esect wave, developed by the propellant gasestiveness of the muzle devices with respect just beyond the muzzle, continues to moveto physical characteristics can be mea- outward, producing an abrupt increase in
sured almost precisely but the limits of per- pressure called a shock wave. As the shock
sonnel tolerance to light, dust, and noise - wave continues outward, it begins to lose
at and near the muzzle -- cover a large energy and several changes occur:
range. The effects of these muzzle pheno-
mena on personnel are being studied, the 1. Velocity decreases
emphasis being put on noise since It ap- 2. Peak pressure decreases
pears to be the most damaging.

3. "Impulse" decreases
9-2 EFFECTS OF BLAST AND OVER- 4. Puration increases

PRESSURE
When it slows to sonic velocity, the shock

Recent trends in weapon-system de- wave becomes simply an impulse sound
velopment have mada these weapons psy- wave. Both are transient in nature and .
chologically unpleasant and physiologically may be damaging to personnel. Amp!itude
dngcrous to our own forces. Three major and rate of pressure increase and decay
changes are responsible. First, weapons distinguish shock waves from impulse
must be as light as possible for air mo- sound waves for physical measurement
bility. To decrease weight, tubes are short- purposes. The shock wave has greater
ened, thereby placing the origin of the im- peak-to-rms ratio than an impulse sound
pluse noise closer to the gun crew. Corre- wave, and requires a ;horter time interval
sponding decreases in weight of other corn- to reach its maximum pressure and then to
ponents, particularly of the recoiling parts, decay. Because personnel are generally lo-
tend to increase recoil energy and there- cated in areas where pressure waves are of
fore recoil forces unless these increases are lower intensity and of longer duration than
compensated for by muzzle brakes. But a in the proximity of the muzzle - and may
muzzle brake deflects the impulse noise include both shock waves and impulse
back toward the crew. Second, nuclear and sound waves - all transient pressure waves
other sophisticated ammunition require will be referred to as impulse noises. Also,

the maximum pressure reached will be re-
ferred to as the peak pressure ievel.
Fig. 9-1 represents a typical impulse noise

*Moo of Chapter 9 Is based on the contents of Ref. 20. created by small arms.
9-1
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9-2.1 PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ments add to the burden of finding methods
of attenuating the presure waves.

Repeated impulses produced by guns Peak pressure levels are defined quanti-have their greatest effect upon the ears. By tatively in pounds per square inch (psi) orthe time the pressure level becomes so in decibels (dB) above a reference point ofgreat that other organs are noticeably af- 0.0002 dynes per square centimeter. 1ig.
fected, the unprotected ear will usually 9-2 depicts the relationship between these
have been irreparably damaged. Even if two measures. Converting to decibels:
the long-term hearing-loss were to be dis-
regarded, field commanders still have to when p is in dyn/cm 2

consider the short-term lowered efficiency dB = 20 log (5000p)
of partially deafened gun crewmen when
these crewmen are assigned to other when p is in psi
duties, e.g., night perimeter guard. The de-
velopment of a hearing-damage-risk crite- dB = 20 log (3 4 4 7 5 p x 104)
rion is basic to the entire impulse-noise Four methods predominate in attempts
problem. Until the hearing-loss effects that to reduce exposure to high impulse noise
impulse noises have on man are deter- levels:
mined accurately, the degree to which
these parameters should be reduced cannot 1. The noise may be reduced at its
be precisely specified. source.

Many physical parameters are Involved -195
In a damage-risk criterion. Among these F0R FINITE SOUND

are the following: 90' 290

1. Peak pressure 41210 / a

2. Sound frequency-energy spectrum E *

3. Rise time 10 250 -

4. Total duration o ISO10 230 • - s 180 0d
5. Repetition rate 9 , - "

6. Total number of exposures 1o0' - 210 ,'-

Physiological parameters include: CA -,

1. Amount of temporary hearing loss 0: I
which can be tolerated without de V - I0
grading performance of personnel. 0. ITO.

2. Percentage of personnel to be pro- 1 0.5-165
tected by the damage-risk criterion. 0.4 .

o3. Relationship between temporary fo"' .30 0,3-_0 o
hearing loss and permanent hearing -k

loss. .

The noises produced by many small arms , 155

and artillery are sufficiently intense to 0-- -o0
rupture the human eardrum. Some new 0.1
guns under development produce impulse ......
noise levels substantially greater than FIGURE 9-2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRESSURE IN PSI
some of the older models. The new develop- AND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL IN d8

9--3- -
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2.Tho operator aybe ''ý --- MG--- i rau vuu ~
the Impulse-noise source by either bllity. fig. 9-3, the latest design, shows
distance or a barrier. tie twin baffles and gas-collection area.

3 . Protective devices, such as earplugs The second method Involves placing a

or earmuffs may be worn by the barrier between the source and the crew.
crew. The obvious means is the gun shield itself.

4. The ear may be conditioned so that For a tank, the very massiveness of the

it becomes less sensitive to noise. hull and turret provides an effective shield
for a crew inside, but this mass provides

The first method is a difficult one, but little if any protection to the infantryman
the most desirable if practical. Propellants
may be developed that maintain or in-

craeprojectile range while keeping muz-
zle pressure at a minimum. This means a
high chamber pressure with a rapid pres-
sure-travel decay. A mechanical method of
attenuating the impulse noise may be sub-
stituted. Mechanical attenuators are at-
tached to the muzzle either to deflect the
excessive impulse noise from the crew or to
reduce the intensity, or both. If a muzzle

brake is needed to reduce recoil forces, the 0
pressures may be intensified due to the
Induced action by the conventional brake 00
on the discharging muzzle gas. Therefore, 0 0
some devices must be used to eliminate 0 0
this undesirable influence. One such device 0 )
is a muzzle brake-silencer. A muzzle brake-
silencer traps most of the exiting gases, 0 0
then cools, expands, diffuses, and expels 0 0
these trapped gases over an extended time 0 0
interval. Trapping these gases also re-
duced the recoil impulse. The U.S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratories at Aber-
deen Proving Ground recently applied this

*principle to increase firing stability of two
light automatic rifles, the M16 and the
Stoner Assault rifle. The standard M16
rifle's peak pressure level is 154 dB at the
right-handed gunner's left ear. A conven-
tional muzzle-brake, although effective in
the reduction of recoil impulse, increased
the peak sound-pressure level (SPL) to
over 160 dB. An attempt to attenuate the
noise while taking advantage of the recoil
reduction was made with a single-baffle
combination btake-compensator which re-
duced the peak level to 152 dB. A later de-
sign featured a double baffle with smaller-
diamete: outlet holes than earlier designs.
This arrangement gave the lowest peak: FIGURE 9-3. DOouBLE-sWrLE Cd&sINArTI/O-
level 148 dB, 6 dB less than the standard BRAKE-SILENCER

9-4
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walking alongside, or to the tank corn- was not as effective as the earmuff alone
mander whose head may be outside the for frequencies around 1200-2400 cps.

cupola, at the time of firing. Shields on Existing standard earplugs have a nun-
artillery have very minimal blast-deflecting of m anor rde e s hree follow
properties. Firing test results of the M102,
105 mm Howitzer support this contention. 1. They must be selected to fit the in-
When fired with and without a shield, with- dividual and inserted properly to
out or with one of three different muzzle achieve the desired attenuation.
brakes, at elevations of 0°, 45, and 68°,
and with charges of 85 percent and 100 2. Although properly inserted origi-
percent, the shield did not significantly re- nally, they may work loose because
duce the peak pressure level in the crew of movement of facial muscles.
area. Fig. 9-4 shows a few representative 3. Faint sounds cannot penetrate.
equal-pressure contour lines measured in Voices must be raised to be heard.
three of the many tests. The firings de- This is especially objectionable since,
picted were with a 100 percent charge at in many combat situations, the per-
45* angle of elevation. Placing the crew ception of faint auditory cues is
farther from the impulse noise source would vitally important; therefore, loud talk
increase operating time and therefore re- cannot be tolerated.
duce the weapon's effectiveness. Resorting
to remote controls and automatic ammuni- Certain experimental types have elimi-
tion handling systems seems too costly and nated the first and third deficiencies.
not conclusively superior to a relatively The fourth method involves conditioning
simple structure as a sound attenuator. the ear so that it becomes less sensitive to

The third method involves using protec- noise. One method of conditioning the earappears to have promise. It has proved
tive devices applied directly to the ear. earscto have ise. at has provd

~-' There are two possibilities: (1) placing a effective in some instances and may afford
dhevie ine the ear;ibilities(2 ) placing a dealmost as much protection as an earplug.device in the ear; (2) placing a device ever

the ear. There Is no highly accurate in- This method complements a natura
formation about the impulse-noise-at- physiological protective mechanism of thetenuating characteristics of the various ear by eliciting, before firing, the contrac-
types of ear protectors. (Most evaluations tion of certain middle-ear muscles, therebyof ear protectors have been done with blocking to a certain extent the transmis-
steady noises or tones.) Personnel can sion channel of impulse noise. The musclewear several types of pressure-attenuating stimulant is irvroduced over an intercom-

devices. The most common and practical munication system and consists of sharp
gre (a) the oarnluv. an extremelv effective pulses of sound during a 0. 1-seconi inter-S ..... "-" ---•-"" "val prior to firing the weapon. This device
but often uncomfortable device, (b) the ear- vol priofiringte wapon. ahisevic
muff, several types are available, and (c) would be of greatest value to tank and self-
the helmet which Is used in tanks and self- propelled artillery crews. Infantrymen
propelled howitzers but provides very little firing their individual weapons would be
attenuation. Typical ear-protective devices more difficult to protect with this condition-
provide good attenuation of steady-state Jng method.
sound at high frequencies (above 1000
cycles per second), but relatively poor pro- 9-2.2 TOLERANCE LIMITS
tection at lower frequencies. Fig. 9-5
shows attenuat on of stady-st&Vc sound as The Atomic Energy Commision has de-
a function of frequency for an average ear- termined the effects that high-intensity
muff, for the standard Army-issue V-51R shock waves, from actual and simulated
earplug, for the CVC helmet, and for the nuclear explosions, have on animals and on
combination of earplugs and earmuffs. Note men. Its research has established tentative
that a combination of earmuff and earplug lethality limits and thresholds of injury for

9--5
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(A) No Blast Shield, WTV- FO241 Brake

(B) 
With 

Blast 
Shield, 

WTV-F8241 

Brake

'S 

-

(C) No Blast Shield, No Brake

NOTE~
Positionis 1, 2, avd G are normally occupied by personnel during tiring

FIGURE 9-4. OVERPRESSURE CONTOURS
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various bodily organs. But man's hearing duced by Army %eapons that doubt exists
mechanism c~io be temporarily or perma- on the usefulness of their quantitative
nently damaged by exposure to shock value. However, the qualitative results of
waves or impulse-noise conditions that are various exposures are probably valid.
far below the threshold for damage to the

inpgs or other organs. Thuas thu noise and Several conclusions may be reached
shock-wave phenomena that prevail in based on the assumption that the qualita-
muzzle blast may cause temporary or per- tive relationships are valid. There are very
manent damage to hearing, or decrements large Individual differences in susceptibility
Inhuman performance, or lesser physiologi- to Impulse-noise effects, both in Army and

cal harm to other organs of the body, but in civilian populations. Fig. 9-8 illustrates
which are not sufficiently intense to this wide variation. The subject repre-
threaten death. The sites of hearing dam- sented by the upper curve sustained it tern-
age are identified in Fig. 9-6 which shows porary hearing change, i.e., temporary
a cross-section of the human hearing mech- threshold shift (TMS) of 41 dB from ex-
anism, including the external, middle, and posure to 20 impulses at a peak level of
inner ear. Impulse-noise of high intensity 156 dB, while another subject, represented
(above 180 dB) may rupture the eardrum by the lower curve, sustained a TTS of only
or damage the chain of three tiny bones or about 2 dB after exposure to 40 impulses
ossicles of the middle ear. But most tern- (twice as many) with a peak level of 168
porary and permanent changes In hearing dB. The impulses in this study were gen-
are believed to be due to damage Inside erated by an impulse-noise source other
the inner ear, or cochlea, and usually occur than a gun, but similar variation in sus-
at levels below 180 dB. Airborne acoustic ceptibility has been reported for an M14
energy is transmitted to the eardrum, rifle as a noise source. Other conditions
through the middle ear, and through the being equal, the higher the peak pressure
fluid inside tha Inner ear. Histological level, the greater the resulting TTS. This
studies of animals exposed to high level relationship has already been illustrated '--"
noises have shown that damage to the hair with data in Fig. 9-8. However, the lowest
cells inside the cochlea is characteristic, peak level which will caus•e a measurable
and this damage is at least partly respon- TTM in the average person, remains an un-
sible for permanent hearing loss. The known quantity. Recent research by the
underlying bases of temporary hearing British Royal Navy has shown that to de-
los6cs are not yet well understood. scribe an impulse noise solely in terms of

Our knowledge about the effects of tIm- peak pressure level is no longer defensible.
pulse sounod-res bure level s on hearig i The time during which potentially haz-

pulse sound-pressure levels on hearing is airdoun energy is present must also be con-
at best sketchy. The first systematic sidered. Impulse durations vary from 100
studies had Australian enlisted men ex- microseconds for some small arms to
posed to a variety of small arms and artil- several milseconds for artillery. Fg. 9-9
lery noises. Fig. 9-7 shows some of the severa measeon s by exposure to 75
results. Note that ten-round exposures at shows a measurable Trs by exposure to 75a peak pressure level of about 188 dB, impulses with a oeak pressure level of only

ce alabu o8 a, 132 dB, 12 dB of TTS at 141 dB, and 24
comparable to noise In the rew area of a dB of TTM at 144 dB. These data were
105 mm Howitzer, produced temporary gathered from a sound source other than a
hearing losses of 85 dB. gun. On the other hand, experiments at the

Mian . researchers have found the use of Human Engineering Laboratories, Aber-
firearms as noise sources impractical and, deen Proving Ground, have shown negli-
therefore, have had to use other sources to gible TTS after exposure to 100 gunfire I
generate impulses. A number of impulse- impulses with a controlled peak level of
noise generators have been constructed, 140 dB. Thus, while it is logical to assume
but all have the same limitation: the some relationship between peak level and
acoustic pulses are so unlike those pro- amount of TTS produced, existing data are

91-4B
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) neither sufficient nor adequate to establish augmentative or compensatory. Also, there .
S the critical peak pressure level or duration is little information about the effects of rise

where hearing damage Is Immiuent. time or duration of individual Impulses be-
Thecause no means has been developed to

variable. When the rate of exposure falls generate the type of acoustic impulsesbetweenlo.eWImpulse prat secpondr fandon needed withouat Biring guns. Existing Instru-
between one impulse per seond and on mentation confines research to (1) sound
impulse eazh nine seconds, there is no generatrs which while giving some wntan
significant difference in the amount of 27S g
produced. However, when the rate de- over rise time, duration, p~eak level, and

repetition rate, generate Impulses which
creases to one impulse each 30 secands, are unlike gunfire, or (2) small arms and
the 7TS Is onsiderabklyosei, indicating artillery whose impulse sound-pressure
that some recovery occurs in the 30 sec- characteristics are, in general, Invariant
onds between successive Impulses. A num- and can be modified only by placin the
ber of studies by the Army Medical Re- subject at various distanced from the muz-
search Laboratory, Ft. Knox, have shown zle. In the former case only quatative data
that as the rate Increases to more than canbe obn the ormer csthe latter only hazards
one impulse per second, the M decreases. associated with specific weapons can bead
This and other evidence indicate that etab dith snecif wapons cnbe
acoustical disturbances excite reflex action established Interpolation of data to inter-
of the middle ear muscles to provide a cer- mediate noise conditions is difflcult, and

1--4 similarly diffcult is obtadnlng dot& on the
tain amount of protection and maiti ii~ydfiuti bann aao hrelative value of rise time and duration.this protection for subsequent impulse Duration, incidentally, was a very signifi-
noises, cant variable in the high-intensity, shock-

Other evidence indicates that the more wave studies carried out by the Atomic
Impulses a person is subjected to, for a Energy Commission. Research by the
given peak level and rate of exposure, the British Royal Navy confirms this 31gnifl-
larger the TTh will be, but this relation- cance.
ship has not been fully substantiated. Until cousiderably more research has

The available information on tolerance been completed, the nearest approach to a
limits may be summarized as follows: damage-risk criterion It that recommended

by the National Research Council's Coin-
1. There are large individual differ- m oHaing, Blo-Acoustics and Blo-

ences In susceptibility to Impulse- Mechanics (CHABA). This committee
noise effects. recommended that the unprotected ear

2. Higher peak pressure levels mean ohould not be subjected to peak sound-
more hazard to hearing, pressure levels above 140 dB (.03 puI).Every standard weapon that the Army

3. Rate of fire has an appreciable effect. Evestind a ll ar e e th is
uses, including small arms, exceeds this

4. Number of impulses has an appreci- level Therefore, the armed services are
able effect, faced with the problem of determining how

hazardous to the user are the various
There are few data to indicate how these weapons, how much must the pressure

variables influence each other, whether the level of these weapons be reduced, and how
effects of impulse-noise parameters are can this reduction be accomplished.

9--13/9-14
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APPEDIX A-1

ISOBAR SOURCE -PR-OGRAM LISTING IBM-1620
C ISOBAR IV G.SCHLENKER,S.OLSON AWC-OR JUNE 2965DIMENSION BFLAT(6)oXO(6)#ZO(6), ZETA(6),QE(16i),H(16)pScg),

I TITLE(16),F7(6)

PS (2) 6.
PS(3)*.5
PS C I.)
PS(5-3.
PS6M-2.5
PS (7 2 .
PS(8)0i. 5

49 READ 1,TITLEGAMAC,GA4iGTVCTVIGG4CGMICECEIGAAEAVT
I VP.,EMC,EMIGEMPEEMRVO NHNQENMZBGHQE,(BFLAT(I ).XQ(I),2 ZO(I),ZETA(I),Isl,#NMZB)

1 FORMAY Cl6 A5, 2 (/BFIC o)/3I2,Fl4.02c,16F5.0),(
4FI0.0 ))IF (SENSE'SWITCH 2)7i,71

70 PAUSE 1111
71 CONTINUE

-. D IF (SENSE SWITCH 1)5,4
4 PRINT 2,TITLEPRINT 3 ,GAMAC,GAt4IG,TVC,TVIG GMCGMI4GECEIG,AREA,VT,Vp, EMC,1 EM IG, EMP, EMR,yO

GO TO 6
5 PUNCH 2,TITLE

PUNCH 3,GAMACGAr4IG,TVCTVIGGMCGMIGECEIGAREAVTVPEC,
1 EMIG,EMPE4RVO
2 FORMAT (48H1 IS08AR IV GsSCHLEQNKER-S .OLSON AlWC-OR JUNE 1965 j/1 I6AS 118X 7HGANMA C 7X 8HGAMMA IG 4X 11HTV C, DEG K 3X2 12HTV IG, DEG K 5X 1OHNC, GM MOL)3 FORMAT (2F5IS.4,2F25.1,F15.6/, 4X 11HNIG, GM MOL SX lOHEC, CAL/GM41 4X liHEIG, CAL/GM 19X 11HAREA, SQ IN4 /F15.6,2 2F15.1, F30.2//6X 9HVT, CU INI 6X 9HVP, CU IN 8X 7HeC, LSM 7X3 8HMIG, LBM 8X 7HMP, IBM /2Fl5.1,3FlS.3/,SX 7HMR, LBI4 5Xh 10HVO, FT/SEC /F15.1,F15.0
6 LMT - EMC+EMIG

ECw .8*EC
ElGal.8*EIG
H 101E IG* EM IGEC *EMC
ALPHAuEMC/ EMT
RC-l545.*GtMC
RIGftl5h5. 'GtIG
TVCul. 8.TVC
TVIG=1.Z*TVIG
FCmRCwtTVCI. FIGfRIG*TVIG
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APPENDIX A-1(MONT) U .
j SIGMAnALPHA*F%-/ (GAh~AC-1. )+(1.-ALPHA)*FIG/ (GAMIG-1.)

RuALPHA*RC. (1.-ALPHA)*RIG
GAMMA-l..R/CALPHA.RC/(GAMAC-1. ).(l.-ALPHA)*RIG/(CAMIG-1.))
TV=S IGJ4A*GAM1MA-1. )/R
EKEP*VO*VO*(EMP+3.E-5'(VT-vr) )/5OQ30.
VRVOmEMT/2.
VRVO. (VRVO.EMP)/ (VRVO+EMR)
CONSTnl. .VRVO
CONST.C0NST*CONST/3 .-VRVO
EKEGmEMT*V4J*VO*CONST/50 030.
EKER=Ei4R.VO*VO*VRVO.VRVO/500 30.
EKEB.EKEP*. 05
CAL IO-AREA/3 .1lu15926
EKEHu.597.CALIB**.75.VT/AREA*(TV-530. )/

8PUINCH 68,HTO)T, EKEP, EKEG, EKER, EKEB, EKE4, EGAS

68FORaNAT(/16H EN ER G IE S 15X 5HB T U / 6H TOTAL 15X F15.2/
1 11H PROJECTILE lox F15.2 / 1311 GAS, KINETIC 8X F15.2/
215H1 RE~ ILING MASS 6X 1`15.2 / 1011 ENGRAVING i1X F15.2//
3 17H HIRT LOSS TO GUN 4X F15.2 / 13M1 GAS, THERMAL 8X F15.2 i ~

9 00 10 IBFLT~ll ZB
EFC a C1.+B LATCIBFLT).(1..BFLATCIBFLT)))*.145

- . ALSTR.CEFC*..1*EGAS)**.333332333
TEST*ALSTR'* 1
DOt'ýuGAMMA*V.T/AREA/30.-ZETACI8FLT)/12.
ZONEDONE'(l.-SFLAT( IBFLT))
XONEaSQRTP (DONE*DONE-ZONE*ZONE)
2xoXONE.5OCIBFLT)/12.

GPZnGF eZ
00 10 IQEn1,NctE
)COSraEnQE(IQE)/57.29578
SINQE.GPZ*SINF(COSQE)
OOSQE.OPZ*COSF (COSQE)
DO 10 IHmlNiI
COMAn(SINQE-HCIH)/12. )**2

DO 10 IP5.1,9
fRROR-PS CIPs )*..005
IF (SENSE SWITCH 1)12,11

2 1 PRINT 13, OFLAT(IBFLT),G ,XOCIBFLT),ZO(IBFLT),ZETA(IBFLT),

GO TO 1'.

12 PUNCH 13, BFLAT(IBFLT),G ,XO(IBFLT),ZOCIBFLT),ZETA(IBFLT),
* 1I QE(IQE)*HC IH),PSCIPS)

A-2

4,0.1

A *~.1(
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APPENDIX A.! (COnwi

13 FORMAT c19X 6HB-FLAT lOX 5H6, IN 9X 6HXO, IN 9X 6HZO, IN 7X I1
1 SHZETA, IN / 2F15.2,3F15.3/ 8X 7HQE, DEG lox 5HH, IN 8X

2 IMPS, PSI / 21`15.1, 915.3/15H THETA STAR,DEG 5X 10140 STAR, FT

3 10X SHF, FT )1
114 THETANO.

DO 15 ITHTA-l,8
COSTH.THETA/57. 29573
SI NTIISINF(COSTH)
COSTII'COSF (COSTH)
GO TO (26,27),ISW

28 FoCOSQE*(ALSTR0COSTH/GPZ-1.)
GO TO 28

27 FNF7(ITHTA)
28 DO 17 ITER-1,20

DS TAR. (GF+F )/COSTH
Cot4COMA* (COSQE*F )**2

EN--SQRTF ((O-X)*.2+COM)
OoSQRTF C(04X )**2eCOM)
AlELOGE (EN/ALSTR)
A2-LOGF (01ALSTR)

PHIll=EXPF(-. 77394019-1.8989116*Al*. 30859282*A1.A1)
PH,2.EXFF(-.77394019-1.8989116*A2*.308592U2*A2*A2)
FACT-ExPF(2. .(EN-O)/EN)

65 XPm1./C.6092O38I4-.20572S55*A1)

IF (ABSF(PS3-PS(IPS))-ERROR)18,18,19
*19 FPC.F+COSQE

IF(FPC-TEST)16, 16,17
16 CONTINUE

20 PRINT 47,THETA
GO TO53

52 PUNCH 147,THETA
47 FORIMAT( F!51 ,51 23HN-W I1SOCAR IlN TIS PLANE)
53 FoCOSQE*(ALSTR*COSTH/GPZ-1.)

GO TO 46
*17 FnF,2.*FPC*(PS3-PS(IPS))/PS(IPS)/ý3.*COSTH

GO TO 16
18 CONTINUE

IF (SENSE SWITCH 1)21,23
*23 PRINT 22, THETA,DSTAR,F

GO TO 146
21 PUNCH 22, THETA,DSTAR,F
16 F7(ITHTA)wF

*15 THETAmTHETA.1O.
* ISW=2

10 CONTINUE
CALL DUMP
END

A-3
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FLOW CHART - MUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES

4
PRINT

L LI YPE GUN

READ DATA 00 21I

Vt, wcwF RI I
P..

R 0O.1 (RI-I)

CpS - RCpa + (ti R)Cpg

L-L+, ys Cp,/("C".(,-R)C',)

FILEI

NOO

25
ENTER CONSTANTS COMPUTE

cpatcv , 's oIt:, t
Ct, . Crt

COMPUTE CONSTANTS
GA- y-1, Gl y-1 TS. C4

OC y-1/2, GD- 1/y T_, To

30

I T, T,
Lt -

* LLZ >NO

i ,

[OF FORM

Ii C'
C/

A-4

3t .. 7 
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j_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
APPENDIX A-3

M97ZLE TEMPERATURE SQUUPE PROCIRAM LISTING

AUT0OMATH SYSTEM H-1400 -MOD I
TITLEMUZTMI' 2

L w 12
1 READ 2,ATITLE, CPUi, CVG, GAMMA, TA, TF, Vii, VT, WC, WP, PSI 1

L a +41t
2 FORMAT ( AS/ 5F12.0 / SF12.0 )5

IF END OF FILE 900, 3 6
3 CPA a 0.24 7

CVA - 0.171 8
PA - 111.7 $A
0 u 32.2 9
FC a 14100.U 10
GA a GAM4MA -1. 0 11
GB a GAM4MA. 1.0 12
GC a GA/GAMMA 13
GD a 1.0/GAMMA jig
L2 - L/2 ISA
LL2 a 2.L2 - L ISB
IF(LL2)I.,7,4 1scJ

7 PRINT 5 ISO
4 PRINT 6,ATITLE ISE
DO021 1- 1,11 16
III a I 17
R a 0.1.(RI -1.0) 1s
CPS - R*CPA + (1.0 -R)*CPG 19
6.AMMA3 - CP3/(R*CVA *(1.0-R)*CVG) 20

Q%* - AMMA321
GMA GM3-1.0 22
ONO - 0i43+1.0 23
GMC - 1.o/GM321
VM4SQ - VM*92/(2.0*G) 256
FVM1 =VMSQw((WP/WC)+(1.0/3.0)-dD) 26
FVM2 *V#MSUa((WP/WC).(1.0/3.0)) 27
RCT -R*CPA*TA 2
CT1 *FC*RCT +*R(1.0-R)*GAMMA*(PSI-FVM1) 29
CT2 S(1.O-R;**2.GAMMA.(PSI-FVM2)*.GD.(PA*VT/(12.0*GA*WC))m.GC 30L 3 a CCT1 + CT2)/(FC*CP3) 31
i,,l-1.O)25,3a,25 31A

30 C5-O.0 31B
Ck-O.031C

T5-T3 S1D
Tl-T3 31E
GO TO 21 31F

25 CS -C1.0-R)*CPG.TF.(1.0 FVMI/PSI) 32
C's a (4.O.W43*(RCT-CS)/(CP3*T3)- GMI"2Z)/GMA 33
TS w C4i..GMC*((GMA*Ck4 *GMS)/(GMB*C4 + GMA))*T3 34
TO a (CT1 + CT2*C11"GD.((GA*C's + GI)/CGB*C4 + GA)))/CFV*CP3) 35

21 PRINT 66, i,R,CP3,0M3,T3,T5.Ts 41

S FORMAT (1141) 2
60FORMAT (///478,23HMUZZLE GAS TEMPERATURES/388,29HFOR VARIOUS MIXTU 43

iRE RATIOS OF,1AI,IsH GUN//298,59HI R CPS GAMMA3 T3(DEG K 14

66 FORMAT(25B,ISF.,73F.,l.,F20 45A

900STP4
GOD TO - - 18
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APPENDIX A-4

FLOW CHART - FLASH SUPPRESSOR DESIGN

START

2 " h/P'u)"V ' i

READ DATA
Ab , A00 9 -Is Tf

I~

FILE EsSTOP LU+ COMPUTE ALLI

TRIGNOMTRI

4 Y

YES

TVTA- -l TAN-ABL

( -TANT
COMPUTE(TN01

f(+I) -I STOP

"A ( v-Ip y 
SIN"0<o NO

jC af(y)(A.VAof.)'P'y+ 1 Yy

PP" "(r) ,i; II •

yDOri 0 TAN-'

P " ps /w 
(TAN500)

L 0 Lb. A@

E Do9, Le

F (p) 2AP,2/yp 0 y + )/ _cPRINT
TYPE GUN, P1

W •) Z .pa (vi " I" Vy Y ,;" ".0P L". Do. Lc

• • ; .y"

1 -2 
C ,'. "0 I

A- , 6,• • • : . • , ; .
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APPENDIX A-5

AUTOMATH SYSTEM H-14.00 - MOD I
TITLEF LASH

210FOR14AT '1H1/IOB,39HBAR AND CONE TYPE FLASH SUPPRESSOR DATA//398,53 t
lHSTAGNATION PRESSURE BAR CONE EXIT CONE/I.O3,53HPRES
2SURE AT ORIGIN LENGTH DIAMETER LENGTH/24IsG9HTYPE GUN
3 (PSIA) (PSIA) (INCH) (INCH) (INCH)//)
1 READ 2, ATITLE, AB, AO, G, PA, TF, VM, VT, WC, WP, WS, GAMMA, PSI
2 FORMAT (2A3/6F12.0/6F12.O)

IF END OF FILE 900, 3
3 XA w (GAMMA -1.0)

XB m (GAMMA *1.0)
X2 - XA/2.0
X2 m 2.0/XB
X3 a XB/XA
X4I = XA/GAMMA
X5 a XB/GAMMA

*X5 - GAMMA/XA
.X7 a 2.0/GAMMAD X. - 2.0/XA
Xg - 1.0/GAMMA
TS -TF*(1.0-(((VM*VM)/(2.0.G*PSI)) *((WP/WC)+(1.0/3.0)-X9)))
PS - (12.0.XA*PSI.WC*TS)/(VT*TF)
ARSQ m (AB/Ao)**2
GF = X1.X2 **X3
Y - (PA/PS)**XI.
A a PS**X4
C a GF*ARSQ*PS*'X5
POA *PS*X2**X6
PO POA/3.O
L 1

4 FXN * A*PO**X7- PO**X5 -C
HFPRXN - X7*A.PO.'X4 -X5*PO**X9

DELPO a FXN/FPRXN
IF (ABSF(DELPO/PO) -0.01)7,7,5

5 PO PO-DELPO

'-A-7
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APPENDIX A-5 (CONT)

IF (L-100)a,4&,6
60PRINT 101 , L,XA,XB, X!X,3X,~X,75ý.;9TSAI;r.,Y
1A,C, POAPO,FXN,FPRXN,DELPO

101 FORMAT(//I7/8El4.6/8E1I4.6/*8E1I.6/7El4.6)
GO TO 900

7 YO -(PG/PS)**X'
BSIN - 2.0*Y - 1.0
BOSIN - 2.0*YO - 1.0
BCOS - SQRrF(1.0 - BSINi'.2)
BOCOS - SQRTF(1.0 - BOSIN**2)
BTAN - ABSF(BSIN/BCOS)
BOTAN - ABSF(BOSIN/BOCOS)
IF (BSIN)9,8,8

8 BETA -' ATANF(BTAN)
GO TO 10

9 BETA a -ATANF(BTAN)
10 IF (BOSiN)12,11,11
11 BETAO - ATANF(BOTAN)

GO TO 13
12 8ETAO - -ATANF(BUTAN)
13 ZB a 0.5*X3*(BETA -BETAO)

ZY *X8*(SQRTF((1.O-Y)'/Y) -SQRTF((1.O-YO)/YO))

ZGS - SQRTF(GF)
Z* ZGS*WS/AO

ELB- (ZB + ZY)IZG
AE a (AB*ZGS)/(SQRTF(1.0-Y)vv(PA/PS)**X9)
DE - SQRTF(AE/0.7854)
IHETAD - 20.0
THETA - THETAD/57.296
TSIN - SINF(THETA/2.O)
TCOS - COSF(THETA/2.0)
TTAN a TSIN/TCOS
ELC- DE/(2.O'TTAN)
PRINT 22 ,ATITLE , PS, PO,ELB, DEELC

22 FORMAT (200,2A8,2F12.1,Fla.1,F12.2,Fla.2)
GO TO i

9i0 STOP
END

A-Z
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APPENDIX A-6 PATENTS ON SILENCERS

UNITED STATES PATENTS

Patent No. Inventor Date Title

381,950 N. W. Pratt 4/1/88 Pneumatic Ordnance

692,819 T. E. Bissell 2/11/02 Noiseless Discharge

880,386 H. P. Maxim 2/25/08 Silent Firearms

951,770 J. M. Miller 3/8/10 Silencer
953,943 G,.F. Childress 4/5/10 Gun Muffler

958,935 H.P. Maxim 4/24/10 Silent Firearm
984,750 H. Craven 2/21 /11 Gun Silencer

1,017,003 C. H. Kenney 2/13/12 Silencer for Firearms

1,111,202 W. E. Westfall 9/22/14 Silence-, Coupling

1,130,609 S. T. Jones 3/2j 15 Muffler for Shotguns

1,229,675 E. W. Thompson 6/12/17 Gun Silencer

S 1,290,596 J. N. Lewis 1 /7/19 Quick Combustion Gun

1,341,363 A. Fiala 5/25/20 Silencer and Flash Obscurer

!,49"7,553 J. Dickman 6/10/24 Exhaust Silencer

1,736,319 H. P. Maxim 11/19/29 Silencer

1,874,326 W. P. Mason 8/30/32 Sound Muffler

2,043,731 R. B. Bourne 6/9/36 Sound Attenuating Device

2,241,768 F. E. Deremer 5/13/41 Silk rcer Construction

2,449,571 B. Walker 9121;48 S f-ncr rIr

2,868,078 W. J. Jarrett 1/3/59 Noise Reducer for Gun

A-9
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APPENDIX A-6 (CONT.)

- FOREIGN Pa'.,NTI h

Patent No. Inventor Date Title

8,453 C. A. Aeppli 3/20/94 Silencer
144,415 R. Schultz 313/01 Silencer
172,498 K. Haussner 9, 21/05 Silencer Attachment
210,314 B. Gavriloff 4/19/08 Gun Silence!r

12,850 M. R. A. Moore 111:26/10 Silencer

298,935 P. Schauer 1,19/15 Silencer
301,229 F. Stendenbach 5/30/ 16 Silencer for Small Arms

74,757 E. Berthoud 9/17/17 Silencer
191,758 A. M. Low 6/2/19 Improved Silencers for Guns
35,748 T. S. Anderson 3/15, 26 Silencer
47,405 Bror Witt 4/30; 28 Silencer

786,895 E. G. Caron 9/11,-35 Silencer
695,929 K. Rehor 2/28/39 Silencer
858,032 A. Chantreux 11/15/40 Silencer
401,021 A. B. a Torino 1,,2/43 Silencer
911,148 M. Marcel 5/28,,46 Silencer
918,658 J.J. Stapelle 2, 14/47 Silencer

1,021,270 L. Baer 11/26/52 Silencer
1,123,835 J. M. Lefebore 6/18/56 Silencer

AI-1
A--10
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GLOSSARY

ballistic crack. The intense sharp noise of diverter, even flow. A diverter with perfora-
the shock wave that is generated by a pro- tionr so distributed along its length that the
jectile moving through the air at oupereonic sane quantity of gas flows into the filter
velocity, chamber for each equa! distance along the

diverter.
blast deflector. A muzzle device that deflects
the muzzle bh-.st from its normal course. diverter, tapered here. A diverter with

conical bore and large end adjacent to the
blast deflector, baffle type. A blast deflector muzzi? to reduce erosion of the diverter.
that has baffles to redirect the muzzle blast

dlveraer, variable flow. A diverter having
blast deflector, duct type. A blast deflector evenly spaced perforations thereby ij. r-
that redire-tu the muzzle blast through ducts mitring more gas to pass into the filter chain-
or tubes. ber through the perforations nearest the gun

muzzle.
blast deflector, perforated type. A blast de-
flector of tubular construction having ob- equivalent length. The total voiume of a gun
lique perforations in the wall. tube, bore volume plus chamber volume,

divided by the bore area.

blast deflector, T-type. A one-baffle blaf t de- evacuator. A device located near the muzzle
flector whose baffle Is a flat plate formiAng that drains off some of the propellant gas,
the cross on the T with its muzzle attachment then discharges it toward the mazzle thereby

inducing a flow of clean air to flow from the

blast field. The area of a gun emplacement opened breech toward the muzzle to purge
that is affected by the muzzle blast. the bore of propellant gas.

breech opening time. The time interval be- filter chamber. The space between the dl-
tween firing and breech opening, verter and casing that contains the filter of a

smoke suppressor.
!.9

casing. The external structure of a smoke fl-h. The ilhlumrnation appearIng byond
suppressor. the muzzle when a gun Is fired.

closed-breech gun. A gun having a breech flaah hider. A muzzle device, usually having,
completely sealed during firing to preclude conical walls, which supposedly obscures
gas leakage. the flash from a distant observer.

decibel A measure of sound intensity above flash, intermediate. A red, or reddish-orange
a reference point of 0.0002 dyn/cm 2 . cone of light just outside the shock bottle

with apex pointing away from the muzzle.
discharge time. The time required for an
evacuator to discharge its accumulated gas flash, primary. The visible light just outside
into the gun bore. the muzzle.

diverter. The perforated inner wall of a flash, secondery. An Intense voluminous) smoke suppressor that permits the propellant flash caused by the burning of the flammable
to enter and leave the filter chamber. content of the propellant gas.

'3-'
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flash suppressor. A minile device that re- muzzle brake, closed. A muzzle birake who*r !

duves or clnminates various flash baffles are too close to the muzzle topermli .
phenomena. fre enasion of thego.

flash suppressor, bar type. A flash suppres- muzzle brake, free periphery. An open muz-
sor constructed of bars that destroys the zlc brake with half the periphery open for
flash reducing patterns of the discharged gas discharge provided that the bottom de-
propellant gas. flector-support closes about 40 percent and

the top support closes about 10 percent offlash suppressor, cone type. See: flash hider. the periphery.

muzzle brake, open. A muzzle brake that
impingement process. The phenomenon of permits free expansion of the propellant gas
reducing speed or stopping a particle by before it impinges on the baffle.
having it strike a motionless object.

muzzle device. A mechanical structure at-
impulse wave. A transient pressure traveling tached to the barrel at the muzzle that per-
at either sonic or superoonlc velocity, forms one or more useful functions to aug-

mernt the gun's effectiveness.
Isobar. A line connecting all points of equal
pressure in a given location, muzzle glow. The faint visible light inside

,he shock bottle.

jet duration factor. A value that corresponds
noise sprso.A uzedvc htei-with a given ratio of nozzle area to borm o uppressor.

area and with the ratio of ambient to Yjujz- nates or reduces the report of a gun.

zle pressure. It Is useful in computing jet o
duration time. nozzle angle of Inclination. The angle of

inclL-iatkii of a bote evacuator nozzle with v

jet duration time. The time Interval during reference to the bore axis.
which the evacuator discharo;es Its gas. nozzle, check valve type. A discharge nozzle

Mach number. The ratio of a given velocity of a bore evacuator that functions as a
to sonic veiecity in a pptic4e medium. check valve.

mas rate of flow. The mass of a fluid flow- ,Oozzle, fixed. A nozzle of a bore evacuator
Ing through a particular referenoe plane per that Is merely an open port.
S unit of time. obscuration. Any phenomenon adjacent to a

fired gun that reduces visibility. 1
m.aarucal ejunaior. A smoke suppressor.

overpressure. The transient pressure of the
momentum index. The factor that determines muzzle blast that exceeds atmospheric pres-
the effective impulse of a muzzle brake. sure.

muzzle. The end of a gun tube from which preflash. The visible light of propellant gas
the projectile emerges. that leaks paot and precedes the projectile

from the bore.
muzzle blast. Sudden air pressure generated
by the expansion of propellant gas as It preesure decay. The relative gradual reduc-
emerges frorn the ... ,zle. tion of propellant gas pressure In the bore|

to atmosphere.
muzzle brake. A muzzle device that uses the
propellent gas momentum to reduce the mo- pressure level. The pressure of a ,round
mentur, of the recoiling pars. vave.

G-2
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pressure level, peak. The mnaximum pressurt, shock en, elope. The boundary of the shock
level, bottle. .

propellant gas. The gas generated by the shock wave. An area, not i,ecessarily plane,
burning propellant. o! moving compressed gas.

propellant potential. The s~pclfic potential smiuke ring. The shell of turbulent gases that
energy of a proplluoit gas usually written surrounds the shock bottle.
ft-lb/lb and includes the influence of ratio of
specific heats. smoke suppressor. A muzzle device that

traps, filters out the smoke, and then re-
recoil distance. The. distance that a gun or lease3i a considerable portion of the propel-
the recoiling parts of a gun move in recoil. lant gas as it emerges from the mutzl4t.

recoil force. The forr, that resists recoil, specific Impetus. A specific energy potential
of a propellant ubually written ft-lb/lb. It

recoil mechanism. The component of a gun does not include the influence of the ratio of
that provides recoil resistarne. specific heats.

silencer. Sete: noise suppressor. speed-up factor. The ratio of exit velocity
to the entrance velocity of the flow passage

shock. See. shock wave. in a muzzle brake.

shock bottle. The central supersonic region temporary threshold shifl. A temporary
of a muzzle blast bounded by the normal hearing change measured in decibels after
and oblique shocks. exposure to intense noises,

" " shock, normal. Thp strong shcwk whve that thrust correction factor. A fautor that com-
forms perpendicular to the path of the pro- pensates for inaccuracies in the theory for
jectile. computing muzzle brake thrust during the

first and final intervals of the pressure de-
shock, oblique. The shock wave that forms cay period.
oblique to the path of the projectile.

£
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